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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, we address issues related to middleware, architecture and 
applications of cyber-physical systems. The first problem we address is the cross-layer 
design of cyber-physical systems to cope with interactions between the cyber layer and 
the physical layer in a dynamic environment. We propose a bi-directional middleware that 
allows the optimal utilization of the common resources for the benefit of either or both the 
layers in order to obtain overall system performance. The case study of network 
connectivity preservation in a vehicular formation illustrates how this approach can be 
applied to a particular situation where the network connectivity drives the application layer.  
Next we address another aspect of cross-layer impact: the problem that arises when 
network performance, in this case delay performance, affects control system performance. 
We propose a two-pronged approach involving a flexible adaptive model identification 
algorithm with outlier rejection, which in turn uses an adaptive system model to detect 
and reject outliers, thus shielding the estimation algorithm and thereby improving 
reliability. We experimentally demonstrate that the outlier rejection approach which 
intercepts and filters the data, combined with simultaneous model adaptation, can result 
in improved performance of Model Predictive Control in the vehicular testbed.  
Then we turn to two advanced applications of cyber-physical systems. First, we 
address the problem of security of cyber-physical systems. We consider the context of an 
intelligent transportation system in which a malicious sensor node manipulates the 
position data of one of the autonomous cars to deviate from a safe trajectory and collide 
with other cars. In order to secure the safety of such systems where sensor measurements 
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are compromised, we employ the procedure of “dynamic watermarking”. This procedure 
enables an honest node in the control loop to detect the existence of a malicious node 
within the feedback loop. We demonstrate in the testbed that dynamic watermarking can 
indeed protect cars against collisions even in the presence of sensor attacks.  
The second application of cyber-physical systems that we consider is cyber-
manufacturing which is an origami-type laser-based custom manufacturing machine 
employing folding and cutting of sheet material to manufacture 3D objects. We have 
developed such a system for use in a laser-based autonomous custom manufacturing 
machine equipped with real-time sensing and control. The basic elements in the 
architecture are a laser processing machine, a sensing system to estimate the state of the 
workpiece, a control system determining control inputs for a laser system based on the 
estimated data, a robotic arm manipulating the workpiece in the work space, and 
middleware supporting the communication among the systems. We demonstrate 
automated 3D laser cutting and bending to fabricate a 3D product as an experimental result. 
Lastly, we address the problem of traffic management of an unmanned aerial 
system. In an effort to improve the performance of the traffic management for unmanned 
aircrafts, we propose a probability-based collision resolution algorithm. The proposed 
algorithm analyzes the planned trajectories to calculate their collision probabilities, and 
modifies individual drone starting times to reduce the probability of collision, while 
attempting to preserve high performance. Our simulation results demonstrate that the 
proposed algorithm improves the performance of the drone traffic management by 
guaranteeing high safety with low modification of the starting times.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We address the problem of cross-layer design and operation of cyber-physical 
systems (CPSs) which consist of a cyber layer, comprised of computation and networking, 
and a physical layer, comprised of sensors, actuators and the physical plant. We propose 
middleware and architecture that make feasible cross-layer design and operation spanning 
both the physical and cyber layers. Our design treats the application layer situated above 
the middleware, and the operating system situated below the middleware, in a symmetric 
fashion, allowing bi-directional interactions. It thereby makes possible, for example, 
systems involving either “control for communication” or “communication for control”. 
An example of the former is when the positions of drones in a fleet need to controlled so 
that they give rise to a connected wireless network, while an example of the latter is when 
the routing table entries of the communication network need to be modified so that they 
can support a particular fleet of drones engaged in a surveillance application. We 
implement and demonstrate the proposed middleware design in a laboratory cyber-
physical systems testbed through two experiments. The first features control of two drones 
to maintain connectivity. The second features removal of outliers caused by unreliability 
of packet deliveries in the communication network layer.  
We also consider three advanced applications of CPS. First we consider the 
problem of security of CPS. We extend a pro-active cyber-security measure called 
Dynamic Watermarking, a recently advanced cybersecurity measure [34]-[37][42][43], to 
detect and stall attacks on the position sensors of an automated transportation system. We 
show that the middleware design supports the application of dynamic watermarking, to 
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detect attacks on sensors or actuators and thereby ensure security and cyber-safety of the 
overall system. We demonstrate the success of this method in a laboratory version of an 
autonomous transportation system.  
Next we consider the problem of cyber-manufacturing. We demonstrate an 
origami-based method that employs a laser to perform automated folding and bending of 
sheet material to manufacture 3D objects. This has been proposed as a quicker alternative 
to time consuming 3D printing or additive manufacturing.  
Last, we consider the problem of traffic management of an unmanned aerial system 
(UAS) of drones, envisaged to operate 200ft-500ft above ground level in the lower portion 
of the Class G airspace [47]. We consider the problem of detecting likely collisions in 
flight paths of vehicles and how to mitigate them. We design a probability-based collision 
detection and resolution algorithm for autonomous systems of drone. This plays a key role 
in the off-line flight planning protocol in a proposed complete design of both 
communication and control layers of an unmanned aerial system traffic management 
(UTM) system, whose primary goal us ensuring system-wide safety from collisions. 
We now elaborate on the above.  
Cyber-physical systems consist of a cyber layer comprised of a computational and 
a communication network, and a control system featuring sensors and actuators interfaced 
with a physical plant. Typically, the operation of the cyber-layer, for example, the 
communication network, does not require any awareness of the state of the control system. 
Conversely, typically, the control policy is determined without regard to the state of the 
communication network. Their designs are usually separated at the very outset for the 
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convenience of development. Such separation simplifies the design process, since it 
enables each to focus on the issues in its own domain, under some assumptions about the 
other domain. In fact, one important objective of middleware is indeed to hide the details 
of the operating system from applications. This can however result in ignorance of the 
operating system state, and, in many applications, such separation can severely restrict the 
overall system from attaining its objective, or lead to a serious limitation on its 
performance. One example is to control the mobility of a formation of unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs) in such a manner that they always form a wirelessly connected unit, 
regardless of any obstacles or the propagation environment. In such a situation, it is 
imperative for the position control system to be aware of whether the communication 
network’s routing table indicates connectivity to all the nodes involved. In order to deal 
with such issues, we propose a cross-layer design supporting more general interactions 
between networking and control than is possible through a separated design.  
We propose a cross layer design method over “bi-directional” middleware. By “bi-
directional middleware” we mean middleware that supports and facilitates interactions 
between the cyber layer, comprised of computation and networking, and the control layer. 
Through the proposed bi-directional middleware, the networking layer can not only obtain 
appropriate information about the physical layer to manage networking resources in an 
efficient way, but the reverse is also possible. Such information can be used, for example, 
to constrain the control of the physical layer to prevent network disconnection caused by 
an undesirable state of the system. Likewise, the physical layer can also access appropriate 
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information about the networking layer and make changes in the networking layer such as 
changing the network’s topology as is suitable for desired objective of the physical plant.   
We demonstrate the proposed cross-layer design over bi-directional middleware 
through experimentation with the developed middleware in two scenarios featuring the 
interaction of the networking and control layers. In the first scenario, we consider the 
problem of the preservation of network connectivity during formation control of multiple 
vehicles in our cyber-physical systems testbed.   
In the second experiment, we consider an application where errors caused by 
packet delivery timing have to be corrected for in the application layer. Generally, in 
cyber-physical systems, errors in one domain can spill over into the other domain. For 
example, network delay jitter can lead to impaired control system performance. We 
demonstrate the capability of the middleware to address such situations through a scenario 
where the application layer needs to compensate for unreliability in packet delivery errors. 
Recently, there has been a growing trend to use model predictive control (MPC) in many 
industries. Proportional integral derivative (PID) control has been popular in industry for 
over a half century due to its easy design, quick deployment and acceptable performance. 
However, as industrial systems have become larger in scale and more complex in 
configuration, PID control is in many applications not well suited to stabilize a large-scale 
cyber-physical system. In many applications, MPC is substituting for PID control because 
it guarantees better performance through the exploitation of the availability of a system 
model. However, if there are some uncertainties in the dynamic system model, the control 
performance of the MPC can be seriously threatened. To address the lack of knowledge 
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of the system model with the desired precision, adaptive MPC employs observation data 
to reduce model mismatch with the goal of obtaining more precise system model and 
thereby better control performance. However, a large-scale CPS has a somewhat different 
and non-traditional aspect that can affect its control performance. The perception 
information of the CPS can be impaired not only by normal state measurement noise, but 
also by various networking errors such as packet loss and packet delay. One example is 
timing errors in the measurement data which are used to estimate the state of the system. 
Such estimates can be especially harmful if they contain outliers that degrade the model 
adaptation involved in adaptive MPC, and so, deteriorate the control performance. 
Some researchers [21] have suggested removing outliers with 5th order mean 
filters, but that does not adequately eliminate outliers when they are frequent and 
consecutive. Other researchers [22] have proposed using a system model to reject outliers 
and have established improved effectiveness for outlier rejection. However, model 
mismatch is common, and so this approach may not be sufficient to get rid of all outliers 
in a real system. To alleviate this problem, we propose a method consisting of flexible 
model adaptation with outlier rejection to simultaneously remove uncertainties in a system 
model and outliers in estimates from observation data. The proposed algorithm has two 
phases. The first phase is outlier rejection which removes outliers from the measurements 
based on estimation using a system model along with the previous control commands, and 
then smoothens the filtered measurements by using a maximum-minimum exclusive mean 
(MMEM) filter. The second phase is model adaptation which updates the parameters of 
the system model by using a least-squares method with the outlier-free data. The two 
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phases together improve the precision of the system model as well as the performance of 
the outlier rejection. The experimental results show that the proposed method indeed 
improves the tracking performance of a battery-powered car which has a mismatch 
between the battery power model for its MPC and the real battery power.   
We next turn to three advanced applications of CPS, one in autonomous ground 
transportation, one in cyber-manufacturing, and one in flight planning of an unmanned 
aerial transportation system. In one transportation application we consider the problem of 
security and safety of an automated transportation system. We also illustrate the capability 
of the proposed middleware to implement the two suggested real-time solutions.  
In the first application we consider the threat posed to automated cars by malicious 
hacking of sensors in the system. There have been several reported cases of hacking 
autonomous vehicles [29]-[33] emphasizing that such concerns are not groundless. More 
generally, there has been increasing concern about the threats to physical plants from 
cyberattacks, as traditional systems evolve to networked cyber-physical systems. One 
technique that appears to be hold at least some promise of being a general purpose method 
is “dynamic watermarking” [34]-[37][42][43]. This is an active defense method suggested 
for CPS security. It attempts to detect the existence of malicious nodes in a closed loop 
that includes an honest node. The honest node adds a random signal as a watermark onto 
its output data, and inspects its input data to see if it contains the watermark or not. The 
absence of the watermark is evidence that one of the nodes in it’s the closed loop has 
manipulated the real data.  
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The present work extends previous studies [37][43] of dynamic watermarking to 
nonlinear systems of the type arising in vehicular models. We implement the resulting 
dynamic watermarking procedure in an intelligent transportation system and demonstrate 
how it successfully detects a malicious sensor node, thereby securing the safety of the 
vehicles by preventing collisions.  
The second application we consider is cyber-manufacturing. Advanced 
technologies have led to many innovations in the manufacturing industry, such as 
productivity enhancement by automation technology, facility enlargement by information 
communication technology, and quality improvement and product diversity by 
manufacturing process technology [48][49][50]. Employing these innovations, the 
manufacturing industry is proceeding towards producing customized and high quality 
products at low costs.  
3D printing technology is emerging to lead the manufacturing industry. However, 
additive-type 3D printing has some shortcomings like long process times, unhealthy 
powder additives, and limit to product sizes. In order to resolve these issues, a laser 
origami technology has been introduced [51]. It rapidly manufactures customized 3D 
creatures by using a laser to cut, bend or fold sheet material. However, manually operated 
bending processes require a human operator to perform and monitor the whole process. 
As the switching between cutting and bending processes is performed by a human 
operator, he or she can be exposed to hazards caused by the laser. Moreover, it takes a 
significant amount of time to determine the proper intensity of the laser beam and the feed 
rate of a laser head, often through a trial and error process. Also, the experience level of 
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the operator can affect the quality of the product due to poor choice of intensity or feed 
rate. It can therefore be difficult to guarantee the quality of the product with manual 
bending.  
In contrast, our proposed feedback-based automatic laser fabricating system can 
not only assure the safety of the human operator, but it can also reliably and repeatedly 
reproduce high-quality products. Even more, considering the scalability of the automatic 
system, massive and customized production with high-quality is enabled. 
We implement an automated laser origami system for cyber manufacturing as an 
advanced application of CPS. It consists of a sensing system with cameras monitoring the 
status of the manufacturing process, a control system that controls both the feed rate of the 
laser head as well as the intensity of a laser beam, based on feedback information, to 
operate the cutting and bending processes automatically. While the network enables the 
laser, sensing and control systems to communicate with one another, the middleware 
enables component-based development which offers quick deployment, easy extension, 
and ready maintenance. We validate the proposed system by experimenting with laser 
bending in the laser origami system.  
Last, we address the flight planning portion of an unmanned aerial system. We 
consider the improvement of the air traffic throughput of the system while maintaining 
collision free trajectories. Recently, automated drone systems have generated wide interest 
in various applications, and a drone industry appears to be imminent. Its potential rapid 
emergence is bringing a demand for the establishment of standards for an unmanned 
aircraft system and the development of a traffic management system. To keep pace with 
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the demands, many private companies, such as Google, Amazon, CNN, etc., and national 
agencies, such as National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA), are collaborating to prepare for such a future of populated 
drones in the airspace over cities [63][64][65][66]. 
An unmanned aerial system traffic management is needed for such a drone system, 
in contrast to the traditional manned aircraft traffic management. As the number of 
manned aircraft under management usually has a limit, it is possible to manage them based 
on voice supervision by humans.  In contrast, the number of unmanned aircraft is expected 
to be so large, and with such a high density of drones flying in close proximity in irregular 
trajectories, that it will outstrip the capability of a manned air traffic system. An automated 
administration appears to be inevitably needed for an aerial system traffic management of 
drones. However, it will be necessary to endow drones with safety protocols, since an 
unmanned aircraft lacks the ability to handle various situations in a dynamic environment 
as human pilots do.  
An automated protocol-based air traffic management for unmanned systems 
should consider safety and throughput. When a great number of drones fly in a dynamic 
environment with uncertainties, an online protocol should guarantee the safety of the 
drones by preventing any collisions in real time. Also needed is an off-line protocol to 
improve the throughput of the airspace traffic system by deconflicting their trajectories at 
the initial flight planning stage.  
We consider the design of such an off-line protocol at a central server to approve 
the trajectories of drones to reduce the traffic congestion in the airspace. In the envisaged 
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system, [67] the drones of one company will have no information on the trajectories of 
other drones operated by other companies. When two drones confront one another due to 
the intersection of their trajectories, they detour their planned paths or make an emergency 
landing to avoid a collision, according to their online protocol [60]. As a result, their 
actions taken for real time collision avoidance in the populated airspace can lower the 
throughput of the entire air traffic.  
There have been some studies about multi-agent collision avoidance which can be 
applied to solve the problem of collision detection and resolution among drones’ 
trajectories. Park et. al. suggested a collision map method, which identifies a collision 
segment occupied by other agents along the agent’s path to find collision-free trajectories 
for a multi-agent system [61][62]. They assign a priority to each agent and resolve 
collisions among their trajectories by delaying the starting time of the lower-priority agent. 
However, the priority-based algorithm has the disadvantage that the high density of the 
population of agents greatly increases delays of the starting time of the lowest-priority 
agent, and is therefore unfair to such agents. In addition, it can thereby also lower the 
number of agents concurrently starting, and consequently reduce the throughput.  
We propose a probability-based collision detection and resolution algorithm not 
only to reduce collision probabilities among the trajectories of drones, but also improve 
the throughput of the air traffic for an UTM. Due to uncertainties caused by wind, etc., the 
future position of a drone will generally be uncertain. We model the position of a drone 
by a Gaussian distribution. The proposed algorithm calculates collision probabilities 
among drones’ trajectories and modifies their starting times to reduce the collision 
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probabilities. Instead of assigning a priority, a round-robin method is used to adjust each 
trajectory’s starting time to reduce its collision probability iteratively so that the total 
deviation of the modified starting times by the proposed algorithm becomes much less 
than that of the priority-based collision resolution algorithm.  
We conduct a simulation study of the proposed algorithm. In the simulation, we 
randomly generate multiple 3-dimensional trajectories and resolve their potential 
collisions by using the proposed probability-based algorithm and the nominal priority-
based algorithm, respectively. We demonstrate that the proposed algorithm effectively 
reduces the number of collisions with higher probability and achieves smaller 
modification in the starting times of the trajectories than the priority-based algorithm.  
In Section 2 we describe the middleware and its architecture, and the testbed of the 
Cyber-Physical Systems lab. In Sections 3 and 4 we propose the cross-layer design 
approach with bi-directional middleware and address the interaction between the 
networking layer and the physical layer, and uncertainties of the system model in the 
physical layer and outliers caused by communication networking in the networking layer. 
In Section 5 we describe the implementation of Dynamic Watermarking in an intelligent 
transportation system, as well as an automated 3D laser origami system for cyber-
manufacturing. In Section 6 we describe probability-based collision detection and 
resolution for unmanned aerial system traffic management. 
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2. SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE PLATFORMS
We begin by describing the middleware of interest in cyber-physical systems. 
2.1. Middleware: Etherware 
Through middleware we can divide a cyber-physical system into two layers: the 
cyber layer containing computation and networking, and the physical layer containing the 
sensors, actuators and the physical plant. Network connections among nodes, sharing 
information, and message delivery, occur in the cyber layer, while actuation, sensing and 
controlling occur in the physical layer in interaction with the environment.  
Etherware is such a middleware for networked control systems [1]-[4]. It makes 
connections and manages communication among computing nodes in the network. It also 
allows prioritization, and thus the incorporation of real-time considerations. At the 
application level, it supports a component-based architecture. Typically, the application 
designer simply develops components containing the application algorithms. These 
components are then executed by the Etherware Kernel, which completely manages the 
exchanges of all messages to support the required communication among components.  
Figure 2.1: Architecture of Etherware. 
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Figure 2.1 shows the Etherware architecture. The messages created by components 
are handled by the scheduler of the kernel and they are processed in FIFO order by the 
dispatcher of the kernel. The message communication among components is managed by 
three Etherware services, a Network Message Service, a Network Time Service, and a 
Profile Registry Service. The Network Message Service maintains the connections, and 
the sending and receiving of messages among components. The Network Time Service 
synchronizes the clocks at different computing nodes by calculating the message transit 
time. It allows a component to recognize the timestamp of the received message by a local 
clock. The Profile Registry Service provides for semantic naming of the component 
addresses. It allows components to use a semantic name for the message receiver for 
sending messages, based on which the Profile Registry Service determines the IP address 
of the message receiver by looking up a profile table that is a map between IP addresses 
and semantic names.  
2.2. Testbed: Cyber-Physical Systems Lab 
The testbed over which we conduct several of our experiments is a multiple vehicle 
control system housed in the Cyber-Physical Systems Laboratory at Texas A&M 
University. Figure 2.2 provides an overview of the testbed of the Cyber-physical systems 
lab. The work space measures 5m x 4m x 2m. The vision system consists of 10 Vicon 
Boneta 10 cameras and two desktop computers. One of the vision processing computers 
determines the position and orientation of vehicles with 100 Hz frequency, and the other 
vision processing computer gathers the information and distributes it to other components. 
A high level controller computer generates trajectory data. It functions as a supervisor. 
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There are several other computers that act as low level controllers and actuators to control 
cars. Such a low level controller determines the control commands, such as the next speed 
and steering angle in the next sampling period, so as to follow a trajectory. An actuator 
moves a car by transmitting an RF signal containing the commands. Individual cars are 
controlled by individual laptops which each have a low level controller and an actuator 
with a transmitter. In addition, there are several other vehicles such as remote controlled 
cars and Pelican quadrotors. The quadrotors have an Atom board on which Etherware 
runs. All computing nodes are connected by a network through Etherware.  
Figure 2.2: Overview of the testbed in the Cyber-Physical Systems Lab. 
.
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3. CROSS-LAYER DESIGN FOR CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS OF
COORDINATED NETWORKED VEHICLES OVER BI-DIRECTIONAL 
MIDDLEWARE* 
Networked control systems consist of (i) a communication network connecting 
sensors, controllers and actuators, and (ii) a control system closing the sensor-plant-
actuator loop around a physical plant. Typically, the operation of the communication 
network, for example the routing policy, does not take the state of the plant in the control 
system into account. Similarly, typically, the control policy specifying inputs applied to 
the plant does not take the state of the communication network into account. The designs 
are isolated from each other at runtime. However, in many applications, one can obtain a 
better overall system by in fact taking the states of both into account in the design of both 
of them. Some applications would even be infeasible if such capability is not available.  
The separation of the designs of control and communication policies is intended to 
enable each to concentrate on the problems in its own domain.  However, their 
conservative or even idealized assumptions about the other domain can deteriorate the 
total system performance when they are implemented together into a real system.  
Therefore, it is necessary to allow interactions between the control layer and the 
communication layer to improve system performance.  This is called, variously, co-design 
or cross-layer design or joint design. 
* Reprinted with permission from “Cross-layer design for cyber-physical systems of coordinated networked vehicles over bi-
directional middleware” by Woo-Hyun Ko and P. R. Kumar, 2016. IEEE ACC, pp. 6459-6464, Copyright 2016 by IEEE 
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Motivated by this, there has been recent research in the area of cross-layer design. 
Trivellato et al [5] suggest a general framework for optimal cross-layer design for signal 
quantization and network resource allocation.  Under the assumption that controllers and 
actuators use a TCP-like protocol, they solve the problem of optimal control based on 
packet drops and signal quantization for a stable system in a target state and an unstable 
system with large transmission bandwidths.  Branicky et al [6] study the arbitration of 
networking scheduling and bandwidth when a set of networked control systems are 
connected in a network, and formulate the optimal scheduling problem under rate-
monotonic schedulability constraints and stability constraints. Typically, as above, there 
has mostly been analysis of the effect of networking on control performance.  
However, because the interactions between two layers are not one-directional but 
bi-directional, it is necessary to also take account of the effects of control on networking.  
For example, in a wirelessly networked control system, the physical environment of the 
nodes can influence the networking performance of the system. If network connectivity is 
lost, some part of the system may get out of control so that the total system is unable to 
perform its task. For preservation of network connectivity, Michael et al [7] have 
considered a distributed connectivity control algorithm based on the relative distances 
between robots. However, physical distance between robots alone cannot guarantee 
network connectivity without radio received signal strength information (RSSI), because 
radio interferences or fading due to obstacles can occur in real dynamic environments. 
In this section, we suggest a cross-layer design approach for cyber-physical 
systems that employs a “bi-directional” middleware to address the problems relating to 
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the interaction between the networking layer and the control layer. This bi-directional 
middleware is built on Etherware, which supports component-based development for 
composability and transparency in cyber-physical systems. In particular, this bi-
directional middleware makes it possible to address the problem of the interactions caused 
by the effects of a control law on networking performance as well as networking protocols 
on control. Our goal is to show that the suggested design greatly facilitates the building of 
systems for which information needs to be exchanged between layers.  
We illustrate the improvements for implementability and compatibility that can 
potentially be realized through such a cross-layer design implemented via bi-directional 
middleware with an experiment conducted in the testbed of our cyber-physical systems 
lab. In the experiment we manage the interaction between the networking layer in the 
cyber domain and the physical layer to maintain network connectivity between a car and 
a quadrotor. 
The cross-layer design for cyber-physical systems is described in Section 3.3. We 
propose bi-directional cross-layer design for cyber-physical systems in Section 3.4. 
Section 3.5 contains the results of the experiment.  
3.1. Cross-Layer Design for Cyber-Physical Systems 
While the separation of the layers, as shown in Figure 3.1 (a), decreases the 
complexity of the system design, it can cause critical performance problems in the phase 
of system integration, because of either conservative or idealized assumptions made about 
the other layer.  
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Consider the problem of controlling a formation of multiple quadrotors 
communicating with each other over a multi-hop wireless network, where their positions 
are controlled under the idealized assumption that network connections are ensured when 
their relative distances are within a static network range. However, if their wireless signals 
experience fading due to external objects in a dynamic environment, then network 
connectivity between quadrotors cannot be guaranteed even when they are close enough 
to be within static network range. One could pursue a “conservative” alternative where the 
quadrotors are placed very close to each other to ensure network connectivity. This can 
sacrifice mission performance, besides being dangerously close. This shows how idealized 
or conservative assumptions in the separated design can cause loss of performance or even 
failure in a practical situation.  
 So motivated, a co-design approach has been advocated to solve the problems 
caused by the separate design of the cyber and physical systems. Many researchers have 
suggested designing an optimal control system, taking into consideration practical 
networking problems such as packet losses, delays and limited bandwidth instead of 
idealized assumptions, in order to obtain better control performance [8,9]. To illustrate 
Figure 3.1: Cyber-physical system designs with a separation-based middleware, a 
one-directional middleware, and a bi-directional middleware. 
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this, a control system could use received signal strength indications (RSSI) to preserve 
network connectivity among quadrotors, by controlling the formation. However, while 
such a one-directional cross layer design, as shown in Figure 3.1 (b), can optimize the 
performance of the layer in the control domain, it cannot optimize the performance of the 
entire system when there is a conflict for common resources between networking and 
control. For example, if the formation of three quadrotors should transform from a tringle 
into a straight line to go through a narrow pathway, the communication between the first 
quadrotor and the last one can be poor so that it deteriorates the control performance. In 
this example, a one-directional cross layer design which manages only the control 
performance over the network cannot secure the desired mission performance of the entire 
system. 
3.2. Bi-directional Middleware for Cross-Layer Design of Cyber-Physical Systems 
We propose a new bi-directional middleware that allows true cross-layer design, 
making it feasible for layers to not only exchange information but also to interact with 
each other, in order to obtain a global optimum. The bi-directional middleware, as shown 
in Figure 3.1 (c), plays the role of delivering data and implementing requirements of either 
layer in the other layer to arbitrate common resource conflicts between them.  
Figure 3.2 shows the middleware-centered layers in the bi-directional middleware. 
Our bi-directional middleware is a bridge to link the layers. The middleware has access to 
low level resources in the operating system and the network, as shown in Figure 3.2, and 
exposes the networking layer, which was earlier hidden under the middleware, to the 
physical layer. Conversely, it exposes the physical layer to the networking layer.  
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Several application components such as algorithms, controller and managers in the 
networking layer and the physical layer are needed to operate a mission. The middleware 
allows application components to access low level resource information, such as the 
routing table, RSSIs, the CPU load, and the RAM utilization, provided by an operating 
system. Similarly, physical information such as position can be accessed by the 
networking layer as needed. The middleware allows the networking components and the 
controller components to communicate each other. They are enabled both to share 
information with each other as well as be executed by it. Thereby the middleware manages 
the information sharing and interactions between the cyber and physical layers, and 
enables cross-layer design of cyber-physical systems.  
For illustration, we now discuss some of these types of interactions in the context 
of the quadrotor system above. There can exist conflicts for spatial resources between 
wireless network connectivity in the cyber layer and formation control in the physical 
layer – the relative distances among quadrotors should be close enough to maintain their 
wireless network connectivity while staying far enough apart to safely complete the 
Figure 3.2: The middleware-centered layers. 
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mission. To elaborate, while maintaining a formation of vehicles, all the relative RSSIs 
among them should exceed the needed strength for a stable link for communication, in 
order to preserve the network connectivity. However, unexpected situations in a dynamic 
environment such as uneven terrain, moving obstacles, or wireless signal interferences, 
can make some of vehicles detour as their network signal strengths weaken. For 
sustainability of the mission, both formation controllability and network connectivity 
should be preserved all the time. Therefore, coordinated control is needed that can satisfy 
the requirements of both the cyber layer and the physical layer.  
The bi-directional cross-layer design approach provides a solution to the problem 
of the conflicts between layers by allowing the consideration of both their requirements 
simultaneously. The requirements of each layer can be used to control the utilization of 
the resources in the other layer to improve the performance of the entire system. For 
example, the control system over a network can ask for more bandwidth for 
communication between some critical vehicles which are the most important vehicles to 
complete a mission. The network controller can then attempt to meet the additional 
requirement by allocating more networking resources for these links by, for example, 
changing routing tables and thus the flows over the network. In the other direction, the 
network controller can request that the distances between a particular vehicle and some 
nearby vehicles be shortened to enhance their communication rates since that vehicle is 
serving as an important hub that ensures the connectivity of the whole network. This 
requirement provokes a change in the formation of the vehicles by the control system 
planning and executing the motions of the vehicles.  
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In order to handle this interaction between the networking layer and the physical 
layer, we introduce a Resource Manager module that manages the common resources 
between the layers. Figure 3.3 shows the cross-layer design approach with middleware 
over operating system. When there is a conflict of interest between the layers, the Resource 
Manager module determines how to allocate common resources over space and time.  
The suggested bi-directional cross-layer design approach has been implemented in 
Etherware, which serves as the bridge between the networking layer and the physical 
layer, and the Resource Manager module handles the resources common to the two. We 
employ a particularly useful mechanism  of Etherware called “Filter”, which allows the 
system to seamlessly interpose a component into an existing data flow in the network. The 
Resource Manager module collects information from other components by using the Filter 
mechanism of Etherware. For example, in order to obtain high level resource information 
from the control system applications, such as a vehicle's position, the packet drop ratio, 
and networking traffic status, we employ the “Filter” mechanism, as shown in Figure 3.4. 
This allows the Resource Manager to determine how to allocate common resources.  
Figure 3.3: Cross-layer design approach with middleware. 
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The Filter mechanism of Etherware supports Plug-In component incorporation for 
data provisioning to a new component. Figure 3.4 shows the Plug-In implementation of 
the Resource Manager with Filter mechanism. The Resource Manager is implemented in 
an independent module. The Filter modules are placed in the middle of the communication 
channel between application components. To obtain the messages which the component 
receives or sends, their destinations are changed into its network address. The Filters 
intercept and deliver the messages not only to the original destination but also the 
Resource Manager module. Although an extra latency is incurred, caused by the 
interception of the messages by the additional independent module, the significant 
advantage it has is that it is less affected by the algorithm computation and more 
composable. Moreover, we can use the Filter mechanism to solve the problem of the 
impact of the network’s status, which varies in real time, on control performance, because 
it allows the system to modify the control algorithms without reconfiguration. 
3.3. Experiment: Preserving Network Connectivity 
We have described above the methods using middleware for the management of 
the interaction between the cyber layer and the physical layer. We now describe an 
Figure 3.4: The Resource Manager uses the Filter mechanism of Etherware to obtain 
high level resource information from application components. 
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experiment that shows how it applies to the particular situation of interest. The experiment 
is performed in a multi-vehicle testbed.  
The experiment illustrates how to manipulate the interaction between the 
networking connectivity in the cyber layer and the formation control in the physical layer 
by using Etherware. In the experiment, a car and a quadrotor follow an oval trajectory. 
The mission has a distance constraint to preserve network connectivity over a local 
wireless network. The Vehicle Monitor module keeps watch on their relative distances. If 
the distance exceeds the constraint, new trajectories are regenerated to preserve the 
network connectivity between them by the Resource Manager.  
For example, during formation control, a Global Path Planner initially employs the 
resource with the authority to generate a trajectory in the case of a centralized control 
system, and the Network Monitor of the Resource Manager checks networking status, 
such as the network topology, to preserve network connectivity. If the change in the 
network topology is not able to secure the network’s connectivity, then Resource Manager 
restricts the resource of the Global Path Planner so that new trajectories are regenerated to 
maintain the network connectivity. 
In this experiment, it is shown how to preserve network connectivity between a car 
and a quadrotor during formation control in an unexpected situation. To maintain their 
formation, the car and quadrotor need to communicate with each other. Over a wireless 
network, their relative distance needs to be within an effective range to ensure their 
connectivity. In a dynamic environment, unexpected situations can however cause them 
to move far away from each other so that the network gets disconnected. The 
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disconnection makes their formation maintenance difficult since it is important to preserve 
network connectivity among vehicles in multi-vehicle control when the automated car and 
the quadrotor plan a new formation.  
Figure 3.5 shows the control scheme for multiple vehicles for preserving network 
connectivity. Given a set of waypoints, the Supervisor plans the trajectories for vehicles 
and sends them to each vehicle. Each individual vehicle determines its control commands 
to follow its trajectory based on vision information. The experiment also features a 
Collision Avoidance Control module that detects collisions between vehicles. When any 
collision is expected, it regenerates new control commands to avoid the collision [10]. To 
preserve network connectivity among them, Resource Manager monitors the relative 
distances between vehicles. When the distances exceed the permitted constraint, it 
regenerates new trajectories to secure their connectivity.  
The experimental system configuration is shown in Figure 3.6. Two cars, one 
driven by a human, and the other an automated vehicle, and an automated quadrotor, are 
Figure 3.5: Control architecture of a multi-vehicle system that preserves network 
connectivity. 
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involved in the experiment. The supervisor generates trajectories for the automated car 
and quadrotor which are connected in the Etherware network. The other car is controlled 
by a human. The vision system provides global position and orientation of a vehicle. 
 The experimental scenario is as follows. The automated car and quadrotor receive 
an oval trajectory and follow it to maintain their formation in the trajectory. There is a 
distance constraint between them to preserve network connectivity. Their relative distance 
remains within the distance constraint while they move. A human manually controls 
another car to interfere and block the moving car.  The Collision Avoidance Control 
module detects the potential collision between two cars and halts the automated car. As 
the quadrotor continues for a while to follow its originally planned trajectory, it moves 
further away from the stopped automated car, and their relative distance increases. When 
the Resource Manager module detects that their separation distance is beyond the distance 
constraint, it regenerates the trajectory of the quadrotor to maintain the distance remain 
Figure 3.6: Experimental system configuration. 
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within the constraint. When the manually operated car moves under human control and 
ceases to be an obstacle to the stopped car, the automated car’s constraint on movement is 
released by the collision avoidance system, and it moves to reduce the relative distance to 
the quadrotor. The quadrotor and the automated car then recover their formation and 
follow their trajectories sent by the Supervisor after their relative distance decreases below 
the permitted distance to preserve network connectivity.  
Figure 3.7 shows the results of the experiment. There are two cars and a quadrotor 
in Figure 3.7 (a). The automated car to the left and the quadrotor start by following 
clockwise an oval trajectory sent by the Supervisor. The automated car moves behind the 
quadrotor along the trajectory. Figure 3.7 (b) shows that the other car controlled by a 
human blocks the path of the following car.  The quadrotor then waits for the automated 
car so as to preserve the network connectivity, as per the Resource Manager. When the 
automated car’s path is clear, it moves to the waypoint where the quadrotor is waiting in 
Figure 3.7 (c). Figure 3.7 (d) shows that they recover their trajectory and at all times avoid 
exceeding their distance constraint. 
Figure 3.7: Experiment for network connectivity between an automated car and a 
quadrotor. 
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4. TWO-PRONGED APPROACH INVOLVING A FLEXIBLE ADAPTIVE MODEL
IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM WITH OUTLIER REJECTION ON 
MIDDLEWARE* 
A common methodology in industrial control systems is model predictive control 
(MPC) [19]. This has also been suggested for use in networked cyber-physical systems, 
for example in automated vehicular networks [20]. Large scale CPSs will need to provide 
superior control for multivariable systems, and will need to be deployable with minimum 
set-up effort and require minimum maintenance. A significant challenge to control 
performance is that CPSs are subject to errors from a variety of sources in addition to the 
traditional “measurement noise” in conventional control systems. Packet drops and delays 
experienced by packets carrying sensor measurement or actuator commands can indirectly 
cause large outlier types of state estimation errors by causing timing errors. Also, in large 
scale CPSs, there can be a large number of sensors deployed in remote areas that are not 
easily accessible. These sensors can suffer from significant calibration errors, or degrade 
over time, which can again cause large outlier types of errors. More generally, 
imperfections of system components, such as sensors or actuators, errors in new software 
updates, or communications layer errors, or timing errors, can all seriously degrade overall 
system performance. 
Motivated by this, we propose a flexible adaptive model identification algorithm 
with outlier rejection, along with a middleware implementation of it, which can be 
*Reprinted with permission from “Outlier rejection for networked control systems based on middleware” by Woo-Hyun Ko and P. 
R. Kumar, 2017. IEEE CCNC, pp. 305-312, Copyright 2017 by IEEE 
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implemented not just in a clean slate design of a CPS, but can also be inserted as a run-
time upgrade into an already running existing control system. The proposed algorithm is 
implemented on Etherware, which is a middleware for networked control systems that 
supports component-based development for composability and transparency in cyber-
physical systems. We employ the “Filter” mechanism of Etherware which allows a system 
to modify control algorithms without reconfiguration. It allows an already functioning 
control loop to be modified, without any need for software reconfiguration, by the 
interposition of another dynamic component such as a transfer function.  
The proposed algorithm consists of both outlier rejection and model adaptation. In 
the outlier rejection phase, by the Filter mechanism, all measurement data are collected to 
estimate the states of the system, and outliers are detected based on the deviation of the 
state estimation from its prediction by using the current system model and the current 
control command. Then, the outlier-free data are filtered with a Minimum-Maximum 
Exclusive Mean (MMEM) filter to smooth them. In the model adaptation phase, an 
adaptive model identification updates the system model by using the least squares method 
with the filtered data. The two phases are recursively performed to not only reject outliers 
in the estimated data but also to reduce model mismatch with the system model.  
We begin by experimentally demonstrating the presence of such outlier types of 
errors in a CPS consisting of a vehicular testbed. We show that estimation corrupted by 
observation and control data containing such outliers, which can be generated by 
communication network jitter causing timing errors, does degrade the model identification 
in adaptive Model Predictive Control (MPC), and that such outlier types of errors can be 
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a key bottleneck that potentially limits performance and reliability. We demonstrate the 
performance of the overall cyber-physical system for a car control system in a laboratory 
CPS testbed. First we experimentally demonstrate the significant loss of performance 
caused by timing errors due to jitter in the communication network. Then we show that 
the adaptive model identification algorithm with outlier rejection, implemented employing 
the Filter mechanism of Etherware, improves controller performance by rejecting outliers 
in the measurement data and reducing the model mismatch with the system model. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. After briefly reviewing related 
works in Section 4.1, the adaptive model identification algorithm with outlier rejection is 
presented in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we describe the mechanisms for algorithm 
incorporation with Etherware. Section 4.4 contains the results of the experiment.  
4.1. Related Work 
Gupta, Krishnanand, Chinh and Panda [21] have addressed the issue of outlier 
detection and data filtering for wireless sensor and actuator networks. The paper adopts 
the Hodrick Prescott filter (HP filter) to detect outliers in the various sensing data from 
wireless sensor networks for smart buildings. But, from the experimental results of 
filtering the data of humidity, temperature and CO2, it concludes that the performance of 
the moving average 5th order filter is better than the HP filter. Moreover, from the Figures 
in the paper, it is evident that there still exist outliers in the filtered data of the HP filter as 
well as the moving average filters. This shows its difficulty of removing outliers 
completely without a system model. Takahashi, Nonaka and Sekiguchi [22] deal with 
outliers and occlusion in the localization by using 3D static cameras and introduce a 
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Moving Horizon Estimation (MHE). The evaluation of the proposed method was 
performed by comparison of the estimation accuracy with the Extended Kalman Filter. 
The additional constraints on the difference of position, heading angle and steering angle 
during one sampling time to be less than some specified values reduce the influence of 
outliers and occlusion. However, the limits employed in the additional constraints are 
dependent on a system model. 
Since the performance of MPC is influenced by model accuracy, adaptive MPC 
has been proposed to handle model uncertainties by updating the system model based on 
the on-line measurement data. In a CPS vehicular context, Chen, Luan and Lee [23] 
suggest adaptive model predictive control with a linear time-varying prediction model for 
lane keeping control. They employ real-time on-line system identification using recursive 
least squares to estimate the tire cornering stiffness of the bicycle model, and minimize a 
cost function comprising the steering angles and the errors between the target trajectory 
and predicted trajectory, to obtain the steering angles within the prediction horizon. Their 
simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed control by reducing the lateral 
displacement error. However, they have not considered outliers which can frequently 
occur in real measurement data and severely degenerate the results of a reasonable model 
identification procedure [24]. Kim, Fukushima and Sugie [25] present a robust adaptive 
model predictive control algorithm which consists of an on-line parameter estimation, and 
an MPC method based on the modified comparison model. However, the proposed 
estimation algorithm requires additional computing power to obtain the smallest 
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eigenvalue as compared with the conventional estimation algorithm, which can increase 
the computation load in the controller. 
4.2. Flexible Adaptive Model Identification with Outlier Rejection 
The performance of a controller usually relies on state estimates as well as the 
system model to determine control commands. When an estimate of the state of a system 
is provided to a controller, that estimate can have outliers. In cyber-physical systems 
outliers can be caused by jitter in packet delivery over the communication network that 
results in timing errors, which in turn results in erroneous state estimates of the physical 
portion of the system. The resulting contamination in such state estimates provided to a 
controller can significantly deteriorate control performance. In addition, control 
performance can be influenced by the accuracy of the model which a controller assumes, 
which can be affected by calibration errors of sensors or actuators. In order to improve 
controller performance, a system model is usually used to estimate the response of a 
system to inputs or the effects of disturbances. However, one does not have a perfect model 
for what is generally a nonlinear, time-varying system corrupted by noise. For example, 
the rotations per minute of a DC motor is influenced by battery power output, and the 
battery model for an electric car typically does not exactly match with the real system 
because the latter involves an unknown nonlinear function of time that is related to the 
power consumption to move a car.  
Such outlier and model mismatch needs to be addressed to obtain satisfactory 
control performance. Paradoxically, in order to reject outliers from measurements and 
estimates, a system model can be used. It provides a guideline to determine whether data 
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are outliers or not. Moreover, a system model can itself be adapted by taking advantage of 
the estimates. A good system model enables the obtaining of good estimates and vice 
versa. Therefore, outlier rejection and model adaptation have a mutually complementary 
relationship. In this section, we focus on how to achieve both accurate estimates and a 
precise system model simultaneously. For the application of the suggested algorithm, we 
consider a networked vehicular control system with a model-based controller. A time-
varying nonlinear dynamic model with velocity control inputs is used for the vehicular 
motion. A controller receives observation data from remote sensors through a network 
determines control commands based on the state prediction with its system model: x"#$ = f x", v"(i") ,           (4.1) 
where x"  is the state of a vehicle, i"  a control input at time k, f is a kinematic 
model, and v"(·) is a time-varying dynamic model nonlinearity for velocity as a function 
of the control input. We assume that the velocity model v"(·) varies slowly with time. The 
suggested algorithm recursively determines the precise v"(·)  at each update time with the 
outliers which contaminate state estimation.  
We illustrate the problem and our solution on a prototypical situation arising in 
vehicular control of battery powered vehicles. There are two steps in the outlier rejection 
algorithm. The first step is to detect outliers in velocity estimates using a system model 
[1]. We consider the typical problem in vehicular control where there is a finite number 
of control velocities between the minimum velocity and the maximum velocity, sorted so 
that the lower indices correspond to lower velocities:  V = i, v-(i) 	i = 1,2, … ,M},             (4.2) 
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where v- i < v- j 		if	i < j		and	i, 	j	 ∈ {1, 	2, 	 … , 	M}. 
 Velocity actuation is typically performed through selection of an “index.” 
However, each index corresponds to only an imprecisely known velocity. Moreover, it 
changes with time as the battery is used. 
We consider the following algorithm for estimation of the velocity model. At first, 
the current velocity is estimated from the observation data which have position data with 
timestamps. If the velocity estimate is beyond the valid range, it is regarded as an outlier 
and replaced with the minimum or maximum value in the valid range. Letting the velocity 
estimate at time k be v";, if the pre-applied command index is i, we employ the estimate 
v"; = v- i + 1 		if	v"; ≥ v- i + 1v- i − 1 		if	v"; ≤ v- i − 1v";												otherwise  .        (4.3) 
The second step is to smooth the estimates with a Minimum-Maximum Exclusive 
Mean (MMEM) filter which calculates the mean value of L-2 values among the set 𝑂H in 
equation (4.4) which contains L consecutive values except their minimum and maximum 
[27]. This reduces the variation of the estimates so that we obtain more precise estimates: O" = {v"JK#$; , 	v"JK#L; , 	 … , 	v";} ,                 (4.4) 
 v"; = $(MJL) vN;HOPHJM#$ − max vR; − min vR; ,            (4.5) 
where 𝑘	 ≥ 	𝐿	and	 𝑘 − 𝐿 + 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘	. 
Next, using the filtered velocity estimates, the Model Adaptation algorithm 
updates the velocity model of a car according to the battery power output. The initial 
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calibration of the velocity model is usually done offline. Subsequently the velocity model 
of the car needs to be adapted to the current battery power at runtime.  
After collecting enough estimated data points, a Model Adaptation Module finds 
the velocity model best matching the updated velocities and command indexes by using a 
least squares method.  
The solid line in Figure 4.1, the statistical velocity model showing the relationship 
between forward indices and the resulting velocities for a particular value of the battery 
power, is obtained by the calibration procedure. In order to approximate such a nonlinear 
model, we use an exponential function, which can be linearized by a logarithm, and fitted 
by a least squares method to determine the best estimated curve from the statistical data. 
The dotted line in Figure 4.1 shows the nonlinear velocity model parameterized in the 
equation (4.6). 
The following procedure shows how to obtain the approximation from the 
observation data by using a least squares method. We employ a particular parameterized 
 
Figure 4.1: The parameterized velocity model. 
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nonlinear velocity model for forward indices describing the relation between command 
indexes and velocities: v i = 	α ∙ iβ,                     (4.6) 
where v is a velocity, i is a command index, and α	and	β are parameters. We can 
obtain a linear equation by taking logarithms: d = a + 	β ∙ c ,             (4.7) 
where	d = log( v(i)), c= log(i) and a= log( α). 
After collecting K pairs of observations and command index, S = c"	, 	d" c" = log i" , 	d" = log	 v";, 		k = 1, 	2, 	 … , 	K},           (4.8) 
we can rewrite (4.7) in a linear regressor form suitable for forming least squares 
estimates: D = C ∙ aβ  ,                 (4.9) 
where C = 1 c$1⋮1 cL⋮cb  and D = 	
d$dL⋮db . 
The least squares parameters estimates is then a∗
β∗ = (CdC)J$(CdD) .        (4.10) 
Finally, we can obtain the estimate of the velocity model for each command index 
i as Ve = i, v- i 	v-(i) = 	α∗ ∙ iβ∗, i = 1,2, … ,M},       (4.11) 
where α∗ = exp a∗ . 
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This estimate is updated periodically to adapt to the change in the battery state. As 
a result, the velocity estimates filtered by outlier rejection render the estimation of the 
velocity model more accurate, while the accurate velocity model in turn allows the 
algorithm to reject outliers in the estimates obtained from observation precisely, thereby 
improving the performance of the model-based control system. 
4.3. Algorithm Incorporation with Etherware 
Large-scale functional systems are composed through the integration of various 
devices. It is often required to add or replace components to improve system performance 
or guarantee safety. The specific issue we consider in this paper is the incorporation of 
advanced algorithms for removing noise and outliers in raw data from sensors for higher 
performance control. However, traditional system architectures cannot support flexible 
configuration to incrementally incorporate new algorithms. They incur risk whenever 
changing system flows and components. We therefore exploit the support provided by 
Etherware middleware for runtime upgrade to allow system reconfiguration. 
We employ the Filter mechanism provided by Etherware. Such a Filter of 
Etherware can be placed in the middle of the communication stream between arbitrary 
components without system reconfiguration. It intercepts the messages transferred 
through the stream and delivers them to the other component. Thereby it can change a 
message flow in the message communication to support flexible configuration. Figure 4.2 
(a) shows the general message flows from the viewpoint of a controller. Data-in and 
Control-in messages are the inputs to the controller component. A Data-in message that 
comes from sensors contains the information about the sensor measurement, or 
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information about the environment, or it may even contain information about the status of 
the sensor device itself. A Control-in message that comes from a higher level component 
such as a supervisor can contain information about a reference input or a trajectory 
command or a mission command. Based on the inputs, the controller component 
determines a Control-out message to control a device.  
Figure 4.2 (b) illustrates the implementation of an algorithm by employing the 
Filter mechanism of Etherware. A Data Filter is placed between the Sensor component 
and the Controller component. It intercepts the Data-in message and sends it to an 
Algorithm Server. In the same way, a Control Filter between the Controller component 
and the Actuator component intercepts the Control-out message and sends it to the 
algorithm server. A Filter can also allow a message to go to a destination component, if 
the message is not supposed to be updated by an Algorithm Server. Moreover, a Filter and 
an Algorithm Server can be optimally located as appropriate, based on the computational 
power of the device and the network bandwidth. The new Data-in and Control-out 
 
(a) Basic control scheme  (b) Incorporation scheme  (c) Algorithm server architecture 
 
Figure 4.2: Scheme to incorporate a new algorithm through the Etherware Filter 
mechanism. 
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messages generated by the Algorithm Server are then automatically sent to the Controller 
component and the Actuator component through each Filter, respectively. 
Figure 4.2 (c) depicts the scheme for the Algorithm Server.  The inputs, which are 
Data-in and Control-out messages, are stored in each buffer, and the Model contains 
device information such as kinematics or dynamics. The algorithm is computed based on 
the model with the Data Buffer and the Control Buffer to determine new Data-in, Control-
out and a parameter set, as outputs. The Algorithm Server sends the outputs to a Controller 
component or an Actuator component through each Filter.  
Our scheme can be used to make changes in the parameters of a Controller 
component at runtime. Since the environment and status of the system have various 
dynamic factors, the Controller component needs to adapt to them. The Algorithm Server 
provides the facility to upgrade an older Controller with a newer one which has a more 
advanced algorithm or a newer set of parameters at runtime, taking advantage of the 
runtime component management mechanism of Etherware. 
4.4. Experiment: Model Adaptation Algorithm with Outlier Rejection 
We illustrate the above features in the experiment described below. First, the 
experiment below demonstrates the presence of significant outlier errors in state 
estimation caused by jitter in packet delivery over the communication network in a 
vehicular networked control testbed. Then the suggested algorithm is applied to the 
networked system for a battery-powered car control, in the presence of outlier types of 
errors corrupting the velocity estimation, which are produced by the uncertainties of 
communication network. In the cyber-physical system implementation, the Filter 
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mechanism of Etherware enables easy adoption of the outlier rejection algorithm and the 
model adaptation algorithm to improve control performance, both being accomplished 
without system reconfiguration.  
We now describe the experiment performed in the vehicular networked control 
testbed. Figure 4.3 shows how outlier rejection and model adaptation are easily 
incorporated into the already pre-existing feedback control system by using the Filter 
mechanism of Etherware. The Sensor module obtains measurements about its 
environment and sends them to a Controller. The Filter Module between Controller and 
Sensor intercepts the measurements and sends them to an Outlier Rejection Module. It 
updates estimates after rejecting or modifying outliers in them, by making use of a system 
model. The Controller determines a control command based on the measurements and the 
system model, and sends it to an Actuator. The Filter between the Controller and the 
Actuator also serves another purpose. As it intercepts the control command to the 
Actuator, it also sends it to a Model Adaptation Module. The Model Adaptation Module 
then periodically updates the parameters of the system model using knowledge of the 
actual control commands and the estimates. Due to the removal of the outlier in the 
 
Figure 4.3: Control system configuration with model adaptation and outlier rejection. 
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estimates, as well as a more accurate system model, the controller provides more accurate 
control commands and thereby improves a system performance.  
For the model adaptation algorithm with outlier rejection, an experimental scenario 
was designed as follows. A battery-powered car receives a rectangular trajectory from a 
High Level Controller. A Low Level Controller adopts a Model Predictive controller to 
control the car to follow the trajectory. As it consumes battery power, the system model 
of the controller and the real model of the relation between command indexes and car’s 
velocities, diverge from each other. Hence, based on the observation data, the system 
model is periodically updated to adapt to the real battery power to improve control 
performance. While the observation data are transferred from a vision system through the 
network, random network delays cause wrong timestamps in the observation data, and 
outliers occur in the estimates of the velocity of the car. The proposed outlier rejection 
algorithm removes them by using the system model and a MMEM method in real time. 
The proposed model adaptation algorithm gathers up to 300 outlier-free estimates of the 
velocity of the car and then finds the best parameterized velocity model by a least squares 
method, to adapt to the real battery power. Recursively, a more precise system model is 
obtained by the outlier rejection algorithm to eliminate outliers better. Finally, the position 
and velocity errors of the car are highly improved.  
We use a Model Predictive controller which minimizes a cost function:  
 minN(h:hjklm),R(h:hjklm) J(x", x"o, i ":"#pJ$ , 	j(":"#pJ$))            (12) 
 
s. t. x"#q#$ = f x"#q, w"#q + g"#R(x"#q, v"#q)v-Nq ≤ v(i"#q) ≤ v-rsw-Nq ≤ w(j"#q) ≤ w-rs    
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 for	all	n ∈ 0,1, … , N − 1 , 
where at each time k, i" and j" are a velocity input and an angular velocity input, 
respectively, J(·) is a cost function, N is a control horizon, x" and x"o are a state and a 
desired state from the trajectory, v(·) is an estimated system static nonlinearity model 
from observation data, and w(·) is assumed to be a time-invariant model. The controller 
obtains the position data from the vision system. The system model of the controller maps 
the discrete control levels to velocities. Based on the position data and the system model 
of the car, the controller determines control commands, and an actuator implements them 
to control the car to follow the desired trajectory.   
The Outlier Rejection algorithm eliminates outliers in the velocity estimates by 
using a system model, and the Model Adaptation algorithm adapts the system model to 
the current battery power by using the filtered estimated velocity data. The velocity of the 
car is estimated based on the consecutive sequence of positions and timestamps of a car. 
Although the vision system of the testbed can determine fairly accurately the position of 
a car with high frequency, there still exist errors in the timestamps of the packets 
transferred through the network because of errors in time synchronization, packet delay or 
packet loss. These generate outliers in the estimation of the velocity of a car. 
Figure 4.4 (a) shows how the communication network can generate outliers in the 
velocity estimates. When observation data are delivered through the network, their 
timestamp can be corrupted by clock offset jitter, by uncertain packet delay, and errors in 
runtime clock-offset synchronization. In Figure 4.4 (a), the observation interval is 
nominally supposed to be 10 msec, which corresponds to the vision system sending 
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position data with timestamps to a controller every 10 msec. However, the interval 
between timestamps of position data which arrive at the controller suffers variation 
 
 
(a) The variation of the observation interval based on the timestamp of packets 
 
 
(b) Filtering and smoothing the estimated velocity with observation data containing 
outliers 
 
 
(c) Comparison of the performances between the MMEM and the proposed method 
Figure 4.4: Outlier rejection for velocity estimation of a car. 
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because of the communication network. The corrupted observation data contaminates 
velocity estimates by generating outliers in them.  
Figure 4.4 (b) demonstrates the results of outlier rejection. The dotted line is the 
graph of the raw data with outliers for the estimated velocity of a car moving according to 
a fixed velocity control command. The velocities are estimated with the position data and 
timestamps. The thick solid line in Figure 4.4 (b) represents the estimates filtered with a 
model of the car, which is truncated with upper bound and lower bound values from the 
model of a car, and smoothed by the MMEM filter. Clearly we have better estimates closer 
to real velocities after adopting the outlier rejection algorithm.  
Figure 4.4 (c) shows the performance comparison between the MMEM and the 
proposed method. Though the real velocity stays at about 350 mm/sec, the estimated 
velocity has several outliers due to the congested network after 150 samples. The error 
graph of the MMEM shows that the MMEM can eliminate intermittent outliners well, but 
consecutive outliers still remain and cause huge errors. On the other hand, the error of the 
proposed method stays low even under the presence of severe outliers by filtering based 
on the system model. This demonstrates that the proposed method has better performance 
than MMEM. 
In the Model Adaptation experiment, the initial velocity model is calibrated at high 
battery power but the real battery power is low. Thus, there is a discrepancy between the 
model and the real system. That is, for the same velocity control command, the real 
velocity of a car is slower than the velocity of the model. While the car follows a 
rectangular trajectory, the online model adaptation reduces the model mismatch. The 
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updated velocity model gradually approaches the velocity model of the real battery power 
output. The decreased tracking error of the car demonstrates that the Model Adaptation 
algorithm improves the trajectory following performance of the controller. Figure 4.5 
shows the online model adaptation for the velocity of a car. Forward movements 
correspond to velocity indices 1 to 8, with index 1 representing the minimum velocity and 
8 the maximum. Figure 4.5 (a) shows that the average velocity estimates of each velocity 
index obtained from observations are updated at each step. The initial model has large 
maximum velocity, over 460 mm per sec, but the real battery power permits only a low 
maximum velocity under 390 mm per sec. At the first observation, the indices from 1 to 5 
 
(a) Velocity estimates obtained from observations in each update iteration 
 
(b) Adaptive model estimation with the velocity estimates filtered by outlier 
rejection 
 
Figure 4.5: Model adaptation with velocity estimation. 
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are updated by the estimations. At the fifth observation, all velocity indexes are updated. 
It shows that the real velocity of each index is lower than the initial velocity model that 
the controller has. In Figure 4.5 (b), each new velocity model is obtained based on each 
velocity-estimate curve from observation. At each iteration, the optimal parameters are 
determined from (11) to obtain the best estimated velocity model. The updated velocity 
model approaches the real velocity model corresponding to the current low battery power. 
Figure 4.6 shows the position errors of a car following a trajectory. The position 
error is the deviation of car's real position from the desired position at the desired arrival 
time of the trajectory. Due to the difference between the velocity model used by its 
controller and the real battery status, the car’s controller cannot reduce its position error 
below a certain value before applying the adaptation algorithm. At time (a), the adaption 
algorithm without outlier rejection is applied to the controller at runtime by the Filter 
mechanism of Etherware. The position errors are reduced, but they have large variation 
 
Figure 4.6: The reduced position errors of a car following a trajectory by runtime 
model adaptation algorithm with outlier rejection. 
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because the adaptive model can hardly converge due to the outliers in the estimates. After 
the adaptation starts using the outlier-rejected and smoothed estimates, the controller 
achieves a more stable error boundary and reduced mean error. 
Figure 4.7 compares the control performance of a normal controller employing an 
adaptive model with outlier-containing estimation, versus a controller employing outlier 
rejection and model adaptation. It shows the histograms of car's position errors and 
velocity errors for each controller. The histogram in Figure 4.7 (a) shows how many 
 
(a)  Histograms of position errors as desired the probability of error is reduced for 
large position errors. 
 
 (b) Histogram of velocity errors as desired the probability of error is reduced for large 
velocity errors. 
 
Figure 4.7: The comparison between the histograms of position errors and velocity 
errors for an estimated adaptive model and an outlier-rejected adaptive model, showing 
the lower probability of error for large position and velocity errors. 
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position errors break out in each range of the bins. The bins of position errors are from 10 
mm to 100 mm.  The solid line with triangles is the frequency graph for an outlier-rejected 
model and the dotted line with circles for an estimated model. The controller using an 
adaptive model with outlier-rejected estimation has more number of position errors than 
one using with estimation contaminated by outliers in the low range of the position error 
and less in the high. It means that the outlier-rejected model adaptation can guarantee 
lower trajectory error than the adaptive model with outlier-containing estimation. We can 
also see the better performance of the suggested algorithm in the view of the velocity error 
of a car in Figure 4.7 (b). The velocity error is the deviation of the current velocity from 
the desired velocity determined by the current velocity model and the last command. The 
number of velocity errors for an outlier-rejected model is greater than for an estimated 
model for velocity errors below 50 mm/sec but is lesser over 50 mm/sec. Table 4.1 shows 
the percentages of frequencies in the histograms. The values are calculated from the ratios 
of the frequency of low errors to one of high errors for each adaptive model. The 
percentage of the position errors below 50 mm with outlier-rejected estimation is 76.89% 
of all the position errors which is 5% greater than with outlier-contaminated estimation, 
Table 4.1: The percentages of frequencies in the histograms 
(%) 
Position error  Velocity error 
Below  
50 mm 
Over  
50 mm 
Below  
50 mm/sec 
Over 
 50 mm/sec 
Outlier-rejected 
estimation 
76.89 23.11 72.73 27.27 
contaminated 
estimation 
71.13 28.87 67.56 32.44 
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as the same in velocity error. The experimental results demonstrate that the suggested 
model adaptation with outlier rejection improves the tracking performance of a car 
controller by reducing both position errors and velocity errors, effectively. 
50 
5. ADVANCED APPLICATIONS OF CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS*
In this chapter we consider two advanced applications of cyber-physical systems. 
One concerns the problem of security of autonomous transportation systems, a topic of 
great current interest as previously closed safety-critical systems are opened to the Internet. 
The second application considers cyber-manufacturing based on origami-style folding and 
cutting of sheet material. It can potentially result in a faster manufacturing system than 
additive manufacturing that requires a large amount of material volume needing to be 
printed layer by layer. 
5.1. Implementation of Dynamic Watermarking for Cybersecurity of Advanced 
Transportation Systems 
Recently, there has been increasing interest in developing fully autonomous cars 
and also in systems of autonomous vehicles. However, accompanying these capabilities, 
are safety issues for automated vehicles that are also emerging, as many incidents have 
shown that automated cars can be attacked by malicious agents.  It is therefore of great 
interest to determine methods by which advanced transportation systems can be made 
secure to attacks from hackers in [29]-[33]. More broadly the problem of security of cyber-
physical systems is acquiring great importance as critical infrastructure is opened to the 
Internet or wireless networks.  
We will consider the method of “dynamic watermarking.” This is an active defense 
technique for CPSs to detect malicious nodes, based only on local information available 
*Reprinted with permission from “Theory and implementation of dynamic watermarking for cybersecurity of advanced 
transportation systems” by Woo-Hyun Ko and P. R. Kumar, 2016. IEEE CNS, pp. 416-420, Copyright 2016 by IEEE 
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to honest nodes in distributed systems [34]-[37][42][43]. The technique consists of honest 
nodes adding a secret random signal as a watermark to the nominal actuation signal. The 
watermark is not made available to other nodes, and is kept small enough not to degrade 
the performance of the system. Since the actuation signal enters a feedback loop, the 
actuators can detect contaminated data in their inputs from other nodes if the secret 
watermark in not present in their returned signals.  
The dynamic watermarking technique has been introduced to effectively detect 
malicious sensors in a linear system in previous work [34]-[38]. Two tests can be 
employed for dynamic watermarking to detect data manipulated by malicious sensors. In 
this section, we extend the technique of dynamic watermarking to nonlinear systems 
modeling vehicles, so that it can secure an intelligent transportation system by preventing 
collisions caused by a malicious sensor node.  
5.1.1. Dynamic Watermarking 
Dynamic watermarking can be used by actuator nodes to detect malicious sensor 
nodes. An actuator node generates an independent identically distributed random process 
with a normal distribution which has zero mean and variance small enough not to degrade 
system performance, for use as a watermark, and adds it to the control command at every 
actuation sampling time. The watermark within the control command affects the plant’s 
output. As a result, the observation data of the sensor node contain a suitably transformed 
version of the random signal within it. The actuator node investigates the statistics of the 
signal returned by the sensor node, by performing two statistical tests to verify the 
existence of the watermark within the returned signals. If it detects an absence of the 
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watermark, or a version different from the transformed version that is expected to be 
returned due to the model of the plant, then it regards the sensor node as a malicious node.  
We begin by considering a linear system to describe how the two tests work to 
detect the absence of a watermark. Let y[t] denote a system output, 𝑧x, the past of the 
observation information, (𝐴, 𝐵)  a system  model, 𝑢x| the control input with a control law 
g, and 𝑤 𝑡  a system noise which is white Gaussian noise. The watermark of the  𝑖x 
actuator node is 𝑒O 𝑡 , with 𝑒 𝑡 ~𝒩 0, 𝜎L𝐼 . The overall linear system evolves as  𝑦 𝑡 + 1 = 𝐴𝑦 𝑡 + 𝐵𝑢x| 𝑧x + 𝐵𝑒 𝑡 + 𝑤 𝑡 + 1 .          (5.1) 
Therefore, the real output of the system satisfies the following probabilistic relations 𝑦 𝑡 + 1 − 𝐴𝑦 𝑡 − 𝐵𝑢x| 𝑧x ~𝒩 0, 𝐵𝐵𝜎L + 𝜎L𝐼 ,          (5.2) 
and  𝐸 𝑒O 𝑡 𝑦 𝑡 + 1 − 𝐴𝑦 𝑡 − 𝐵𝑢x| 𝑧x = 𝐵.O𝜎L,         (5.3) 
where 𝐵.O denotes the 𝑖x column of B. 
Based on the above observations, two tests are defined for an honest actuator node 
to check if the measurement contains a watermark or not:  
1) Test 1:  
lim→ 1𝑇 𝑧 𝑘 + 1 − 𝐴𝑧 𝑘 − 𝐵𝑔H 𝑧H 	 𝑧 𝑘 + 1 − 𝐴𝑧 𝑘 − 𝐵𝑔H 𝑧H J$HP 	= 𝜎L𝐵𝐵 + 𝜎L𝐼 
2) Test 2:  
lim→ 1𝑇 𝑒O 𝑘 𝑧 𝑘 + 1 − 𝐴𝑧 𝑘 − 𝐵𝑔H 𝑧HJ$HP = 𝐵.O𝜎L 
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The measurement 𝑧 𝑘 + 1  from the sensor node must pass both Test 1 and Test 2. If it 
fails one of the tests or both, that indicates the absence of the watermark in the 
measurement from the sensor node due to malicious attacks.  
5.1.2. Protecting Autonomous Transportation Systems from Malicious Attacks  
    on a Sensor with Dynamic Watermarking 
Autonomous transportation systems consist of several different mobile nodes each 
perceiving its environment and controlling its own vehicle to track its desired routes safely. 
Communication networks are used by the nodes to exchange information with one another. 
However, some of the nodes may be vulnerable to attacks from external malicious nodes 
through the networks. Such a malicious attack can cause vehicles to collide, which 
constitutes a serious threat to intelligent transportation systems. We experimentally 
demonstrate how dynamic watermarking can detect malicious sensors and prevent 
vehicles collisions.  
Let (𝑥O, 𝑦O, 𝜃O) denote the state of the 𝑖x vehicle, (𝑣O, 𝑤O) the velocity and angular 
velocity of a control input, (𝜔O, 𝜔O) the velocity noise and angular velocity noise in a 
control noise. Every h time units, the system state is updated as  𝑥O 𝑡 + 1 = 𝑥O 𝑡 + ℎ ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃O 𝑡 𝑣O 𝑡 + 𝜔O 𝑡 ,	        (5.4) 𝑦O 𝑡 + 1 = 𝑦O 𝑡 + ℎ ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃O 𝑡 𝑣O 𝑡 + 𝜔O 𝑡 ,	        (5.5) 𝜃O 𝑡 + 1 = 𝜃O 𝑡 + ℎ ∙ 𝑤O 𝑡 + 𝜔O 𝑡 .         (5.6) 
The 𝑖x  actuator node moves the 𝑖x  vehicle by executing the control input (𝑣O[𝑡], 𝑤O[𝑡]), and the 𝑖x sensor node measures the state of the 𝑖x vehicle. We assume 
that the second sensor node is under attack and it starts manipulating the x-position data 
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of the second vehicle commencing at the time 𝑡. The attack consists of adding a bias 𝜏 to 
the new measurement of the x-position as in the following. 𝑧L 𝑡 = 𝑥L 𝑡 + 𝜏,	            (5.7) 
where 𝑡 > 	 𝑡. The malicious sensor node then reports the measurements {𝑧L} generated 
as 𝑧L 𝑡 + 1 = 𝑧L 𝑡 + ℎ ∙ cos 𝜃L 𝑡 𝑢L| 𝑧$x, 𝑧Lx + 𝑛 𝑡 ,           (5.8) 
where 𝑛 𝑡 ~𝒩(0, 𝜎L), and 𝑢L| 𝑧$x, 𝑧Lx  denotes the control policy-specified input for the 
input 𝑣O[𝑡]. 
On the other hand, in order to detect a malicious attack on a sensor node, the system 
with dynamic watermarking evolves as 𝑥L 𝑡 + 1 = 𝑥L 𝑡 + ℎ ∙ cos 𝜃L 𝑡 𝑢L| 𝑧$x, 𝑧Lx + 𝑒L 𝑡 + 𝜔L 𝑡 ,     (5.9) 𝑦L 𝑡 + 1 = 𝑦L 𝑡 + ℎ ∙ sin 𝜃L 𝑡 𝑢L| 𝑧$x, 𝑧Lx + 𝑒L 𝑡 + 𝜔L 𝑡 ,    (5.10) 𝜃L 𝑡 + 1 = 𝜃L 𝑡 + ℎ ∙ 𝑢L| 𝑧$x, 𝑧Lx + 𝑒L 𝑡 + 𝜔L 𝑡 ,      (5.11) 
where 𝑒L 𝑡 ~𝒩(0, 𝜎¡L ) and 𝑒L 𝑡 ~𝒩(0, 𝜎¢L ) are the watermark in the velocity control 
and the angular velocity, respectively.  
Due to the attack by the malicious sensor node, the manipulated sensing 
information zL t  is described by  
 𝑧L 𝑡 = 𝑧L 𝑡 , 𝑧L¤ 𝑡 , 𝑧L¥ 𝑡  = 𝑧L 𝑡 , 𝑦L 𝑡 , 𝜃L 𝑡 .      (5.12) 
This is investigated by the two below tests at every sampling time: 
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1) Test 1:  limx→ $x (𝑧L 𝑘 + 1 − 𝑧L 𝑘 − ℎ ∙ cos 𝑧L¥ 𝑘 𝑢¦| 𝑧$x, 𝑧Lx − ℎ ∙xJ$HPcos	(𝑧L¥ 𝑘 )𝑒L[𝑘])L	 = 𝜎L           (5.13) 
2) Test 2:  limx→ $x (𝑧L 𝑘 + 1 − 𝑧L 𝑘 − ℎ ∙ cos 𝑧L¥ 𝑘 𝑢¦| 𝑧$x, 𝑧Lx )LxJ$HP 	 = 𝜎§L    (5.14) 
where  
𝜎L ≔ limx→ 1𝑡 ℎ ∙ cos 𝜃L 𝑘 𝜔L 𝑘 LxJ$HP , 
and 
𝜎§L ≔ limx→ 1𝑡 ℎ ∙ cos 𝜃L 𝑘 𝑒L 𝑘 + ℎ ∙ cos 𝜃L 𝑘 𝜔L 𝑘 LxJ$HP , 
It is assumed that an attack on a sensor node commences sometime after the system 
has started. The RHSs of the two tests are verified by the statistics which have been 
obtained before the attack. If the newly updated sensing information fails one or both tests, 
the actuator node judges it as being contaminated, and concludes that the sensor node is 
malicious.  
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Figure 5.1 (a) shows the flow of control and information among the nodes in the 
control of two cars. A supervisor node generates trajectories and sends them to the 
controller nodes. Controller nodes determine the control commands and a collision 
avoidance node detects an impending collision by investigating the control commands. 
Actuator nodes trigger their respective cars to move and sensor nodes give back sensing 
information as feedback. 
 
(a) System configuration of an autonomous transportation system with collision 
avoidance 
 
(b) Dynamic watermarking prevents collisions between vehicles by detecting a 
malicious sensor 
 
Figure 5.1: System configuration and watermarking. 
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If the sensor node 2 is malicious and disseminates wrong sensing information to 
the controller node 2 and the collision avoidance node, then car 2 will deviate from its 
trajectory. Consequently, even the collision avoidance node will not be able to predict or 
prevent any collision between the cars. As a result, the malicious sensor node 2 can cause 
car 2 to crash into the other car. This is an example of a potentially serious threat to 
intelligent transportation systems.  
In order to secure the system, we implement dynamic watermarking in the 
controller nodes. Figure 5.1 (b) describes how the dynamic watermark secures the safety 
of the cars against the malicious sensor by preventing collisions. At every control sampling 
time, each controller generates a random number with a normal distribution which has 
zero mean and a specified small value of variance as a watermark, and injects it as an 
addition to the control command. Each watermark flows around the closed loop. If the 
malicious sensor node 2 manipulates the sensing information of the car 2, the watermark 
disappears from the sensing information or is distorted in a detectable way. As soon as the 
controller node 2 detects the absence/distortion of the watermark by the change of the 
variance of the errors, it stops all cars to prevent them from having a collision.  
Figure 5.2 shows the runtime statistics obtained from the experiment. At time 60 
seconds, the sensor node is attacked and the watermark disappears from the manipulated 
sensing information, so the variances of the error tests change. The variance of error test 
2 remains the same, and passes. However, the variance of error test 1 increases beyond the 
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allowed threshold, so it fails. Therefore, the actuator node detects the attack on the sensor 
node.  
5.2. A Multi-Component Automated Laser Origami System for Cyber Manufacturing 
We now investigate another advanced application of cyber-physical systems –  
cyber-manufacturing. We consider a system employing an origami-like strategy of folding 
and cutting material to manufacture 3D objects. This is potentially a quicker alterative to 
additive manufacturing.  
This section describes the implementation of such a novel custom manufacturing 
machine system. By contrast with high volume manufacturing, a custom manufacturing 
system vitally requires real-time planning, adaptation and control. Moreover, low volume 
manufacturing also needs fault monitoring and control, as well as process planning. 
Hence, control schemes must be developed to prevent process failures by employing state 
prediction, in addition to securing and guaranteeing the safety of the system.  
 
Figure 5.2: Test statistics of error tests 1 and 2 as a function of time. 
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While there has been much research about process planning in the forming 
operation including the study of origami folding robots, the proposed approach features 
the integration of laser heating and incremental forming processes, as well as the feedback-
based control. 
 
Figure 5.3: The overview of an automated laser origami system based on middleware. 
We propose an automated laser origami system for cyber manufacturing. Figure 
5.3 shows the overview of an automated laser origami system based on middleware. A 
sensing system with cameras monitors the status of the manufacturing process and a 
control system controls the feed rate of a laser head, the intensity of a laser beam and the 
position of a robotic arm based on the feedback information from the sensing system to 
operate cutting and bending processes, automatically. Middleware enables laser, sensing 
and control systems, which are connected over a network, to communicate with one 
another by sending and receiving messages. It can also support component-based 
development which offers simple quick deployment, easy extension, and maintenance. 
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We validate the proposed system by experimenting with laser cutting and bending in a 
real laser origami system. 
5.2.1. Related Work 
Balkcom et al. [53] extended some well-known necessary conditions for origami 
patterns to be flat-foldable, such as Kawasaki's theorem, Maekawa's theorem, and 
Meguro's theorem, for automatic planning and folding manipulation, and presented the 
world's first origami folding robot through a video. However, all processing was open-
loop so that the number of foldings was limited due to the accumulated errors in the 
frictional insertion of the paper into the slot and in the positioning and grasping of the 
paper.  Namiki and Yokosawa [54] achieved a feedback-based robotic origami folding in 
a real system. They extracted dynamic motion primitives from a valley folding process 
and experimentally demonstrated valley folds twice in a row in real time by using 3D 
visual and force-torque information and a physical simulation model. On the other hand, 
there was still a limit to the kind of a material that could be only a flexible sheet, like a 
paper. Mueller et al. [51][52] suggested a prototyping system which could manufacture a 
3D object by using a regular laser cutter. A laser was defocused to heat a desired region 
on the surface of a workpiece until it was bent or stretched to produce a 3D object.  They 
proposed three design elements by using Laser-Origami and presented various 3D 
creations such as a card holder, a suspender, and a pen holder, which were manufactured 
by Laser-Origami without manual assembly. However, the open-loop process required an 
operator to supervise the bending process to achieve the desired angles. 
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5.2.2. Middleware-based System Integration 
Current machine tool monitoring technologies are mostly limited to using static or 
well-accessed wireless sensors. Recent advances in mobile communications and computer 
vision algorithms offer a radically new approach for real-time process control and quality 
assurance. We have built a multi-component manufacturing system centered around a 
laser processing machine. The network architecture for the manufacturing system offers 
considerable advantages for custom manufacturing systems. For the system integration, 
Etherware was used to implement the networking among the individual system 
components [1][4][26][28][44]-[46]. The middleware enables control over a 
communication network and computations can be carried out elsewhere in the cloud with 
seamless migration.   
Figure 5.4 shows the feedback-based laser origami system. All systems are 
connected over Ethernet and communicate with each other by Etherware which supports 
message-based communication. The kernel of Etherware, which is run in each computer, 
 
Figure 5.4: The system configuration of the automatic laser origami control system 
based on middleware. 
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executes components, and the profile registry service of Etherware provides a semantic 
naming service with the profile table mapping IP addresses of computers and IDs of 
components which are assigned by the kernel to the profile names of components. For 
example, a Vision Sensor component can send a message containing the bending angle to 
a Controller component by using only its name 'Controller', instead of the IP address of 
the computer which the component is running on. Networking among the system 
components enables the scalability of the system, Etherware supports component-based 
application developments and facilitates not only the development of the individual 
system components, but also system integration, management, and maintenance.  
The proposed automatic manufacturing system consists of three subsystems: a 
sensing system, a control system, and an actuation system. The sensing system observes 
the status of the process and provides observed information to a control system. For the 
sensing system, we have used two individual vision systems consisting of a multi-camera 
vision system which finds the bending angle of the workpiece during the bending 
procedure, and a Vicon system which finds the position and velocity of the laser head. 
Vision and Vicon sensor components obtain observation data from image processing 
programs, and Server components deliver them to a Controller component. 
The control system has a supervisor as a high-level process manager and a bending 
controller. The supervisor receives the list of tasks from an operator and sends each task 
to a bending controller or an actuator system. With the exception of bending tasks all tasks 
such as cutting tasks or motion tasks of a robotic arm are executed by the actuator system 
directly because they do not need any feedback. When the current task is a bending task, 
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it is executed by a bending controller. Once the bending controller receives the desired 
angle, it determines Gcode-type commands describing the intensity of the laser beam, and 
the feed rate of the laser head, based on the feedback from the sensing system, and sends 
them to the actuator system. 
The actuator system plays the role of moving the laser head, regulating the 
intensity of the laser beam and manipulating the robotic arm. It executes the sequence of 
gcodes received from the high-level process manager and the bending controller to 
manufacture a 3D product from a sheet material by cut-bend-fold operations. 
5.2.3. Feedback Control Scheme for Laser Bending  
A feedback-based laser bending control system has shortened manufacturing lead 
time. Since manual operation for laser bending uses constant intensity of laser beam and 
feed rate of laser head throughout the whole bending process, it demands much trial and 
error to find the best heating policy manually. Especially, in the case of the changes of 
some parameters such as kind of work sheet or length of a bending line, a new heating 
policy will need to be found by trial and error. Feedback-based control system 
automatically deals with those issues. Based on the latest observation data, a control policy 
determines control inputs such as the feed rate of laser head and intensity of laser beam 
every control period, so that it not only accomplishes fast bending, but also prevents 
overheating which can degrade the quality of the bending process.  
For laser bending, the feedback system controls the feed rate of the laser head and 
the intensity of the laser beam. A PID controller determines control inputs based on the 
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desired angle from a supervisor component and the previous bending angle from the 
sensing system.  
 
Figure 5.5: The control scheme for laser bending. 
 
Figure 5.5 shows the control scheme with a PID controller for laser bending, where θo is the desired bending angle, θ"J$ is an observed bending angle at time k − 1, and P" 
and v" are the intensity of a laser beam and the feed rate of a laser head, respectively, at 
time k. Let e"J$ = θo − θ"J$ denote the error of the bending angle at time k − 1. The 
PID controller for calculating the desired derivative of the intensity of the laser beam ΔP" 
is designed as 
 Δ𝑃H = 𝑘­® ∙ 𝑒HJ$ + 𝑘¯® ∙ 𝑒OHJ$OP ∙ 𝑑𝑡O 			+ 𝑘±® ∙ ²lmJ²l¦³x²lm − 𝑃HJ$, (5.15) 
where k´µ, k¶µ	and	k·µ	are the proportional, integral and derivative gains, respectively. 
The intensity of the laser beam at time k is determined as 
 𝑃H = 𝑃HJ$ + 𝑃 x¹, 𝑖𝑓	Δ𝑃H > 𝑃 x¹𝑃HJ$ − 𝑃 x¹, 𝑖𝑓	Δ𝑃H < 0							𝑃HJ$, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒							, (5.16) 
where 𝑃 x¹ is the step size for increasing or decreasing the intensity of the laser power. 
In order to design a controller for the feed rate of the laser head, let 𝑒HJ$ = (𝑒HJ$ −𝑒HJL)/𝑑𝑡HJ$  denote the derivative of the error of the bending angle. The derivative 
portion of the controller for calculating a desired derivative feed rate is designed as 
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 Δ𝑣H = 𝑘³¡ ∙ 𝑒HJ$ + 𝑣½¾¸ − 𝑣HJ$, (5.17) 
where 𝑘³¡ is a derivative gain and 𝑣½¾¸ is the minimum feed rate. The feed rate of the 
laser head at time 𝑘 is determined as  
 vH = 𝑣HJ$ + 𝑣¸x¹, 𝑖𝑓	Δ𝑣H > 𝑣¸x¹𝑣HJ$ − 𝑣¸x¹, 𝑖𝑓	Δ𝑣H < 0							𝑣HJ$, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒							 , (5.18) 
where 𝑣¸x¹ is the step size for increasing or decreasing the feed rate of the laser head. The 
control inputs 𝑃H and 𝑣H are delivered to an actuator component every control interval. 
The control interval is determined as  
 𝑑𝑡H = L∙M¿ÀÁÂÃÁÄ²lm , (5.19) 
where 𝑣HJ$  is the previous feed rate of the laser head and 𝐿½³O|  is the length of a 
bending line. This means that the control interval is varying during bending control 
process. When the previous feed rate of the laser head is slow, the current control interval 
is long. Conversely, a fast previous feed rate makes the control interval short. A flexible 
interval enables the control decision timing to adapt to the status of the bending. For 
example, when the angular velocity of bending is zero, the bending line is heated up 
radically with slow feed rates of the laser head. When the unfixed segment of the part 
starts falling down, the bending angle is controlled more frequently with fast feed rate of 
the laser head. This allows achievement of more precise bending, even mid-air stopping 
at 60 degrees. 
The switch obtains the position data of the laser head from a Vicon system to check 
if the back and forth movement of the laser head is completed. When the laser head returns 
back to the starting position, the next control input is delivered to the actuator. According 
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to the actuator's output signals, the laser system bends the material by the movement of 
the laser head and the heat from the laser beam. When the bending angle reaches the 
desired angle, the bending process is terminated. 
5.2.4. Experiment 
This experiment validates the performance of the proposed feedback-based control 
system for cyber-manufacturing. Existing laser bending processes require an operator to 
manually monitor the status of the bending angle and repeated by heat the bending line by 
sending commands. Hence, the bending process is separated from a cutting process. This 
has several inherent issues such as the possibility of overheating caused by human errors, 
the dependency of the process performance on the skill level of the operator, and repeated 
trial and error experimentation to obtain better performance. On the other hand, the 
proposed feedback-based control system eliminates the need of an operator to carry out 
the repetitive tasks. Moreover, it results in uniform and proper heating, and minimizes the 
deformation of the bending line by controlling the heat output of the laser and the velocity 
of the laser head in real time. It results in high performance and quality of the bending 
process. The performance of the proposed system is compared with one of a manually 
bending   system.  
The experiment of evaluation validates the performance of the proposed feedback-
based control system for cyber-manufacturing. Existing laser bending processes require 
an operator to manually repeat the sending commands to heat the bending line or stop the 
bending process while monitoring the status of the bending angle. This has several 
inherent issues such as the separation of the bending process from cutting processes, the 
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possibility of overheating caused by human errors, the dependency of the process 
performance on the skill level of the operator, and repeated trial and error experimentation 
to obtain better performance. On the other hand, the proposed feedback-based control 
system eliminates the need for an operator to carry out the repetitive tasks. Moreover, it 
results in uniform and proper heating, and minimizes the deformation of the bending line 
by controlling the heat output of the laser and the velocity of the laser head in real time. It 
results in high performance and quality of the bending process. The performance of the 
proposed system is compared with that of a manually bending system. 
Figure 5.6 shows a feedback-based laser origami control system which controls a 
laser system to manufacture a 3D product by cut-bend-fold operations with a sheet 
material. The cyber-manufacturing system consists of a vision system estimating the state 
of the workpiece, a Vicon system observing the position and velocity of a laser head, a 
control system determining Gcode-type control inputs to a laser system based on the 
estimated data and user’s job requests, a robotic arm manipulating the workpiece, and a 
laser system processing the workpiece with an incremental forming tool and a laser source. 
 
Figure 5.6: The overview of the experimental testbed. 
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The laser system is Lasersaur [57]. Its maximum laser power is 120W. It has two 
stepper motors to move a laser head with the maximum speed 6000 mm/min on the work 
area 1220 x 610 mm. The resolution of the movement of a laser head is less than 0.1 mm.  
The robotic arm is Dobot magician [58]. It has 4 degrees of freedom. It can move 
the end effector along the x, y and z axes in the work area which have dimensions, 340 x 
300 x 400 mm, and rotate up to 270 degrees. The payload is 500 grams.  
A multi-camera vision system uses three web cameras whose resolution is 640 by 
480 pixels. The cameras detect two dimensional barcode pattern patches which are 
attached on the surface of the workpiece. The vision program calculates the angle between 
the two planes, defined by the patterns, every 150 milliseconds. Moreover, we used three 
Vicon cameras, which are LED cameras, to detect the shape of a group of small balls on 
the top of the laser head every 100 milliseconds. The information is used for the control 
system to determine when the control commands should be executed because of the 
varying control period during the bending procedure.   
We experimentally demonstrate that the proposed system noticeably improves the 
performance of the process and the quality of the product. Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 
compare the performances of those manually bent versus those automatically bent, with 
respect to completion time and quality of bending.     
Figure 5.7 describes the graphs of the bending angles with time. The dimension of 
work piece used in the experiment was 355 x 70 x 1 mm. The length of the bending line 
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was 100 mm, which was longer than the width of the work piece to avoid overheating at 
both end sides by laser. The focal distance from the laser nozzle to the work piece for 
bending was 150 mm. For the manual bending, we used two pairs of static intensities of 
the laser beam and feed rates of the laser head. They are 30% with 4000 mm/sec, and 40% 
with 6000 mm/sec.  
In Figure 5.7 (a), when we used the pair of 40% and 6000 mm/sec, the bending 
angle, shown by the big dotted line, dramatically reached the desired degree with 8 back 
 
(a) 90 degree bending 
(b) 60 degree bending 
Figure 5.7: The comparison of the performances of automatic bending and manual 
bending from the viewpoint of completion time. 
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and forth laser heatings. However, Figure 5.8 (c) shows that radical heating by the strong 
laser beam degraded the quality of the bent surface by causing some bubbles and coarse 
area. Likewise, although Figure 5.8 (b) shows that the manual bending with 30% intensity 
and 4000 mm/sec feed rate achieved high quality of bending surface, its completion time 
for bending was too long, which is indicated by the small dotted line shown in Figure 5.7 
(a), with 20 back and forth laser heatings. Otherwise, the automatic bending, shown by the 
solid line in Figure 5.7 (a), accomplished an earlier completion time than manual bending 
with 30% and 4000 mm/sec as well as better quality of bending than manual bending with 
40% and 6000 mm/sec in Figure 5.8 (a).  
The high performance of the automatic bending is also shown in Figure 5.7 (b). 
Without a rotation machine, in order to reach a mid-air angle which is not 90 degrees, an 
operator needs to keep checking current bending angle and stop the back and forth heating 
as quickly as possible when the current bending angle is near the desired angle. If the feed 
rate is set too fast to minimize the response time, it also causes a delay of completion time. 
 
           
(a) Automatically bent                 (b) Manually bent                     (c) Manually bent                 
(30%, 4000 mm/sec)                 (40%, 6000 mm/sec)             
 
Figure 5.8: The comparison of the performances of automatic bending and manual 
bending from the viewpoint of quality of bending. 
 
Bubbles
Coarse area
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Figure 5.7 (b) shows that the completion time of the automatic bending is much faster than 
one of manual bending with 30% and 6000 mm/sec, to reach 60 degrees.  
  We also demonstrate that the proposed automatic laser manufacturing system 
performs cut-bend operations effectively. An operator mounts a work sheet on the robotic 
arm and executes the gcode file which includes cutting and bending tasks. The system 
automatically manages and controls the whole process to fabricate a 3D-shaped creature. 
We used an acrylic sheet whose size is 355 x 279 x 1 mm. Figure 25 shows the entire 
procedure of cutting and bending.  
An automatic laser fabricating system makes a simple 3D creation by performing 
3 cutting and 2 bending processes. In Figure 5.9, 'p' is the holding position of the robotic 
arm, 'a', 'b' and 'c' are lines for cutting, and 'd' and 'e' for bending. At first, a laser system 
cuts the three cutting lines and then, bends along the two bending lines. For cutting, the 
robotic arm lifts the acrylic sheet up to the focal length of cutting. After cutting the three 
lines, the outer piece of the sheet is removed. As the bending process requires a long focal 
length of the laser to melt the bending line, the robotic arm lowers the sheet from the laser 
 
Figure 5.9: The procedure for 3 cutting and 2 bending processes. 
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nozzle. The desired bending angle is 90 degrees for the both bending processes. During 
the bending process, a control system controls the bending angle to reach the desired value 
by sending control inputs such as the intensity of the laser beam and the feed rate of the 
laser head in real time. When the temperature of the heated region is high enough to melt 
the workpiece, the unattached portion of the workpiece is pulled downward by gravity, 
and multiple cameras measure the angle of the falling part and send the information to the 
control system as feedback. After the first bending process, the robotic arm rotates the 
workpiece to place the other side in the bending position. Once all cutting and bending 
processes are completed, we obtain the 3D product as in the Figure 5.9. The automatic 
two-sided bending experiment can be seen in [59]. 
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6. PROBABILITY-BASED COLLISION DETECTION AND RESOLUTION FOR 
UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEM TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 
Many recent studies focusing on drones and advanced technologies have identified 
several potentially important applications including package delivery, videography, news 
gathering, infrastructure surveillance, agriculture and firefighting. The bottom most 
portion of the airspace from 200 feet to 500 feet above ground level is being contemplated 
operation of such drones. As their numbers multiply, there is a critical need to secure 
safety, manage air traffic, and ensure timely travel of drones [47], all to be done in an 
automated manner.  
The entire autonomous system is envisaged to consist of a collection of enterprises, 
each possessing some number of drones. Individual companies plan the nominal 
trajectories for the operations of their drones. However, private companies do not need to 
share information about the planned trajectories with other companies’ drones. Real-time 
 
Figure 6.1: Air traffic congestion: conflict detection and resolution. 
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algorithms and protocols based on local sensors mounted on the drones can be employed 
to avoid collisions, but this can also slow the flow of the unmanned airspace traffic. To 
address the performance of unmanned airspace traffic management, we investigate 
centralized nominal flight plan negotiations between enterprises and the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA). The trajectory of each drone can be regarded as a sequence of 
waypoints, represented by a sequence of 4 dimensional data points involving x, y, z and 
time. Every nominal trajectory planned by a company must obtain initial approval from 
the FAA. If it has no conflict, the FAA may, but need not, approve it. There is a tradeoff 
between liberal regulation of the number of drones to increase capacity versus the 
probability of increased safety-induced aborts during real-time operation due to traffic 
congestion experienced in the sky.  
The drones themselves will need to autonomously avoid collisions in real time, 
since wind and other interruptions can lead to large deviations from nominal flight paths. 
They will need to take into account factors such as their relative distances, velocities and 
other uncertainties like wind into account, in real-time. But, the flights of drones following 
trajectories which have potential collisions with others can not only threaten the safety of 
drones, but can also deteriorate the throughput of the air traffic by making drones keep 
changing their paths for real-time collision avoidance [60]. If the nominal trajectories 
requested for approval by the FAA have high possibilities of collisions, they may be 
denied. If not, they can be approved in order to improve the throughput performance of 
air traffic. We investigate the development of probability-based collision detection and 
resolution algorithms. We also conduct studies of overall system performance. Through 
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this process we address the improved performance of unmanned aerial system traffic 
management. 
6.1. Problem Definition 
We illustrate the problem and our solution on a prototypical situation arising in the 
collision resolution among planned trajectories of drones in a UTM system. Typically, the 
reference trajectory of the drone i is represented by 
 rN = r"N = x"N , y"N , z"N , t"N k = 0,1, … , KN , (6.1) 
where (x"N , y"N ,	z"N ) is a drone’s 3-dimensional location at time t"N , and KN is the number of 
reference positions. The real position of the drone i is described by 
 p"N = x"N , y"N , z"N , t"N . (6.2) 
We assume that a drone flies between two reference positions at a constant speed  
 v"N = (shjmÆ JshÆ )¦#(ÇhjmÆ JÇhÆ )¦#(ÈhjmÆ JÈhÆ )¦ÉhjmÆ JÉhÆ , (6.3) 
Therefore, we find its position at any arbitrary time t by linear interpolation:  
 xN t , yN t , zN t = x"N , y"N , z"N + λN t ∙ x"#$N , y"#$N , z"#$N − x"N , y"N , z"N ,					(6.4) 
where λN(t) = t − t"N t"#$N − t"N  for t"N ≤ t ≤ t"#$N .  
Let the radii of two drones i and j be 𝑅O	 and𝑅Ì. With 𝑑OÌ(𝑡) representing the distance 
between the positions of the drones, a collision occurs between two drones when dNR(t) ≤𝑅O + 𝑅Ì. 
6.2. Probability-based Collision Detection and Resolution 
The position of a drone flying outdoor is subject to external forces like wind. Since 
the exact position at each waypoint of its trajectory is unknown, we represent the position 
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of a drone can be represented by real valued random variables. The Gaussian distribution 
is used to describe the probability distribution of the position of the drone at any point 
along its trajectory. Given a waypoint of the trajectory, the probability density function of 
the position of the drone is assumed to be 
 Pr pN|rN, σL	 = $LÏÐ¦ exp − ÑÆJÒÆ ¦LÐ¦ ,																											 (6.5) 
where rN is the waypoint of the drone’s trajectory, and σL is a variance in the position of 
the drone.  The value of a variance is chosen in relation to the effect of the external forces 
like wind. For example, when a drone flies in an area with a strong wind, the deviation 
from its trajectory becomes large with high probability. Figure 6.2 (a) shows two drones 
and their paths. The radii of their physical bodies are shown by small circles and the safety 
regions for protection against collision by larger circles. Figure 6.2 (b) represents the 
probability distributions of two drones’ positions in two dimensions.  
 
 
(a)       (b)  
Figure 6.2: Two drones’ paths (a) and probability distributions of their positions in 
x-y plane (b). 
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 For simplification, we let the “effective” radius of drone i be the sum of the radii 
of drone i and j, and consider drone j as a point [62]. Figure 6.3 describes their effective 
radii. Moreover, with respect to their relative distance, we suppose that the position of the 
drone i is deterministic and simply assumed all the uncertainty is in the position of the 
other drone. The resulting probability density function of drone j has the following joint 
Gaussian distribution because their individual positions are independent and identically 
distributed (i.i.d.):  
  Pr pR|rN, 𝜎O, rR, 𝜎Ì, pN		 = 	 $LÏÓÃÓÔ exp − ÐÔ¦∙ ÑÆJÒÆ ¦#ÐÃ¦∙ ÑÕJÒÕ ¦LÐÃ¦ÐÔ¦ .						    (6.6) 
The position of drone j along its trajectory is parameterized:  
    r"R λ" = rR + λ" rbÕR − rR ,						      (6.7) 
where 0 ≤ λ" ≤ 1, and rR and rbÕR  are the starting and goal positions of drone j. Hence, 
when their distance is equal to the sum of their radii, we have 
RN + RR L = 	 r"ÆN − r"ÕR L= r"ÆN − rR L − 2 ∙ λ"Õ ∙ r"ÆN − rR d ∙ rbÕR − rR + λ"ÕL ∙ rbÕR − rR L, (6.8) 
 
Figure 6.3: The simplified radii of drone i and j. 
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where t"ÆN =t"ÕR . We determine λ"Õ by solving the above for each segment of time t"ÕR . The 
length of collision segment for λ"Õ is:  
𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ	𝑜𝑓	𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = ∅ 𝑖𝑓	𝑛𝑜	𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙	𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛				(λ"ÕL − λ"Õ$ ) ∙ rbÕR − rR 𝑖𝑓	𝑡𝑤𝑜	𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙	𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 , 
                                                                                                                                       (6.9) 
where λ"ÕL − λ"Õ$ ≥ 0. 
Then, the probability density function along the collision segment is described by:  
  Pr λ|r"ÆN , 𝜎L	 = ÝLÏ∙Ð¦ exp − ÒhÆÆ JÒÞÕ Jß ÒàÕÕ JÒÞÕ ¦LÓ¦ 	,	    (6.10) 
where λ"Õ$ ≤ λ ≤ λ"ÕL  and α is a parameter to normalize the probability distribution. The 
relationship between the trajectories of drone i and drone j can be described by their 
collision region, which shows the space-time uncertainty region occupied by drone i from 
the viewpoint of drone j’s trajectory [61]. Figure 6.4 (a) represents such collision region, 
indicated by the blue area with the trajectory of drone j indicated by the red line.  The 
collision region is formed by the set of their collision segments.  Figure 6.4 (b) illustrates 
the probability distribution of collision in the collision region.  
 
(a)      (b) 
Figure 6.4: The collision region by drone i and the trajectory of drone j (a) and the 
probability distribution of the position of drone i on the collision region (b). 
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Figure 6.5 depicts the probability distribution of collision along the trajectory when 
the trajectory of the drone j, shown by the red line, passes through the collision region in 
the Figure 6.4 (a). 
The collision probability between drone i and drone j is calculated by integrating 
the probability density function of collision along the trajectory of drone j with respect to 
time.  
  Pr rN − rR ≤ RNe|σL = 	 $LÏ∙Ð¦ exp	 − ( ÒÆJÒÔ JáÆâ)¦LÐ¦ÉãÕÉÞÕ 𝑑𝑡,	   (6.11) 
This collision probability between two drones can be reduced by changing the 
starting time of either of their trajectories. Park and et. al suggest assigning priorities to 
each trajectory and when a collision among two trajectories is detected, the starting time 
of the trajectory with a lower priority is delayed to avoid a collision [61][62]. However, 
such priority-based method can cause the performance of the entire system to be 
deteriorated by huge delays of the trajectories with low priorities, because they have to 
 
Figure 6.5: The probability distribution of the collision along the trajectory of the 
drone j. 
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wait until all the higher priority drones complete passage through the collision regions. In 
order to solve this problem, we suggest a probability-based gradient descent method for 
multiple trajectories to find the set of delays in starting time which reduces the collision 
probability among all trajectories to be below a certain threshold. As Figure 6.6 shows, 
the probability diminishes as the starting time of drone j is delayed, the probability 
distribution diminishes.  
Algorithm 1 specifies how to find the delayed starting times which make the 
probability of collision among all trajectories less than a certain threshold. The 
fundamental sequence is as follows: Given the N number of trajectories, at each iteration 
we choose one of them and build a probability-based collision map related to others. Then,  
 
Figure 6.6: The variation of the probability distribution of collision according to the 
delays of the starting time of drone j. 
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we calculate the probability of collision for each starting time: the current, delayed and 
earlier starting times. The starting time of the current trajectory is updated as the starting  
time which has the minimum probability of collision. The step size of the starting time 
delay is one of the design parameters. A larger step size makes the convergence faster, 
but, it can also cause unnecessarily large deviations. On the other hand, a small step size 
helps to find minimum deviations, but, increases convergence time.  
6.3. Simulation Results 
We demonstrate through a simulation study the performance of the proposed 
algorithm ineffectively find the set of collision-free trajectories. We use MATLAB to 
develop the simulator. The computer used is 2.2GHz Intel Core i7 CPU with 4 GB DDR3 
Memory. In the simulation, the flying space is 50 x 50 x 50 units, the average flight 
distance 86 units, and the average flight time 20 units. The initial positions and goal 
Algorithm 1: Probability-based collision resolution. 
1: 𝐩𝐫𝐨𝐜𝐞𝐝𝐮𝐫𝐞	FindDelays(T, e) 
2: N ← Number	of	trajectories	in	T 
3: 𝐰𝐡𝐢𝐥𝐞	(! Pr-Nq⬚∀ ≤ e)  do 
4:      𝐟𝐨𝐫	i = 1 ∶ i ≤ N do 
5:           τ ← (τN − ∆τ, τN, τN + ∆τ) 
6:           rN(τ) ← 	 ûr"N = üx"N , y"N , z"N , t"N + τýþk = 0,1,… , KNÿ ∈ T 
7:          	τN ← 	 arg	min! ∑ Prü#rN(τ) − rR$ ≤ RNeýpRP$,R%N  
8:           Pr-NqN ← ∑ Prü#rNüτNý − rR$ ≤ RNeýpRP$,R%N  
9:      𝐞𝐧𝐝	𝐟𝐨𝐫	 
10: 𝐞𝐧𝐝	𝐰𝐡𝐢𝐥𝐞	 
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positions of the 20 trajectories are randomly generated. For simplicity, all trajectories are 
straight lines from their initial positions to goal positions. There is no priority among the 
trajectories. The proposed algorithm increases or decreases the starting times of 
trajectories at every iteration until the maximum probability of collision for all trajectories 
is less than the desired value. 
Though it is important to reduce the collision probability for the safety of flight, it 
also entails a drop in the performance of an entire traffic control system. Figure 6.7 shows 
the variation of the deviation of the starting times and the real probability of collision with 
decreasing threshold probability for safety. Three 3D trajectories are used and the drones’ 
real positions are determined by the Gaussian distribution with the mean as the waypoint 
of the trajectory, and the variance of value 2. The simulation is repeated 1000 times to 
obtain the probability of collision. As the desired probability of collision decreases, the 
probability of collision declines. However, it results in the deviation of the delayed starting 
 
Figure 6.7: The variations of the real collision probability and deviation of delays of 
starting time according to the desired collision probability. 
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times increasing so that the performance of the traffic control system becomes 
progressively worse.  
We validate the proposed algorithm by finding a set of collision-free starting times 
for 50 randomly generated trajectories. The parameter settings for the simulation are as 
follows: the step size for gradient descent is 0.1, the radius of a drone is 2, the radius of 
the safety region 0.5, and the variance of the drone position is 1. Figure 6.8 shows the 
variation of the collision probability of each trajectory at each iteration. The starting times 
are varied to reduce each trajectory’s collision probability repeatedly so that all the 
collision probabilities of 50 trajectories converge to near zero.  
We validate the proposed algorithm by comparing with a priority-based collision 
resolution algorithm. We generate 50 trajectories three times and compare their 
performances. Table 6.1 shows the results of the comparison between the two algorithms. 
When the 50 drones follow their unmodified initial trajectories, they collide 12 times, 12 
 
Figure 6.8: The convergence of the collision probabilities for 50 trajectories by the 
probability-based collision resolution algorithm 
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times and 16 times, respectively. The priority-based collision resolution algorithm lowers 
the number of collisions to 4 times, 4 times, and 6 times, respectively. However, due to 
the long delayed starting times of low-priority trajectories, the mean-squared delay is 
huge. This means that the priority-based algorithm while guaranteeing the safety among 
the trajectories, degrades the performance of the traffic system. On the other hand, the 
proposed probability-based collision resolution algorithm finds almost collision-free 
trajectories (0, 0, and 2 times, respectively) without increasing delay times much.  
 
Table 6.1: The comparison of the performances between the probability-based collision 
resolution and a priority-based collision resolution. 
Algorithm 
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 
Average 
square 
of delays 
Number 
of 
collisions 
Average 
square of 
delays 
Number 
of 
collisions 
Average 
square of 
delays 
Number 
of 
collisions 
Probability-
based collision 
resolution 
27.7048 0 22.5698 0 11.9416 2 
Probability-
based collision 
resolution 
148.1359 4 57.8682 4 119.1597 6 
No collision 
resolution 
0 12 0 12 0 16 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
We have addressed the problem of cross-layer design of the cyber and physical 
layers, using a bi-directional middleware for cyber-physical systems that is an extension 
of Etherware, a prior separation-based middleware. The cross-layer design approach uses 
a Resource Manager which is developed to manage the interaction between the cyber layer 
and the physical layer, and resolve conflicts between them for resource usage. The first 
experimental case study illustrates how to handle the problem of network connectivity, a 
concern both for the cyber layer as well as formation control in the physical layer. 
Next, we have proposed a flexible adaptive model identification algorithm with outlier 
rejection for networked control systems. The performance of any model-based control 
system is strongly influenced by the accuracy of the system model. Hence, adaptive model 
predictive control is used to reduce the model error. However, the adapted model can be 
poor because the measurements or estimates used to adapt the model contain outliers due 
to the uncertainties of the communication network in a large-scale networked control 
system. This can degrade the reliability and robustness of the overall system. The 
proposed algorithms are incorporated using the Filter mechanism of Etherware so that they 
can be inserted into an existing MPC at runtime without additional computational burden 
and reconfiguration. We have experimentally demonstrated the improved performance 
obtained by the suggested overall system in a vehicular control testbed.  
Two advanced applications of cyber-physical systems have also been illustrated. 
We have addressed the problem of cybersecurity of intelligent transportation systems. We 
have extended the theory of dynamic watermarking for linear systems to encompass 
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nonlinear systems describing a car's motion dynamics. When a malicious sensor node 
manipulates the position data of an autonomous car to deceive a controller node and 
thereby compromise the collision avoidance functionality, a dynamic watermarking 
mechanism detects the contamination of the sensing data and halts cars to prevent any 
collisions. We have implemented dynamic watermarking in the laboratory testbed 
comprised of a multiple vehicle control system, and have demonstrated that it effectively 
secures the safety of the intelligent transportation system in the presence of malicious 
sensor attacks. The second advanced application is an automated laser origami system for 
cyber-manufacturing. We have proposed a feedback-based laser origami control system 
for cyber-manufacturing. We have established a sensing system and a control system 
around a laser system to operate the laser cutting and bending processes automatically to 
make 3D objects. We also integrated the robotic arm with a laser control system to switch 
between cutting and bending processes automatically due to their different focal distances. 
We experimentally demonstrate that our proposed automatic laser system successfully 
produces a 3D creation by cut-bend operations with short processing time and high quality 
of bending.  
Last, we have addressed a large scale distributed cyber-physical system comprised 
of automated drones operating in the 200ft-500ft above ground level portion of the Class 
G airspace. It is necessary to deconflict trajectories to the extent possible at the planning 
stage itself, in order to not induce too many mission aborts at run time during actual 
operation. 
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In an effort to solve this problem, we have proposed a probability-based collision 
resolution algorithm to find a set of collision-free trajectories from the offline planned 
trajectories. The proposed algorithm calculates collision probabilities among trajectories 
and modifies their starting times to reduce their collision probabilities to be less than a 
certain specified value to guarantee the safety of the entire system. Moreover, since the 
proposed algorithm modifies the starting times of trajectories in a round-robin manner, it 
does not degrade the performance of an air traffic with long-delays in starting times for 
any nodes, which is the problem with a priority-based collision resolution algorithm.  
We have validated the proposed algorithm through simulation testing. We 
generated 50 trajectories randomly and compared the performance of the proposed 
algorithm with a priority-based collision resolution algorithm. We have demonstrated that 
the proposed algorithm guarantees better safety with smaller modifications of starting 
times than the priority-based collision resolution algorithm.  
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